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Room-temperature escape probability for carriers within the screening-charge potential well as a function of well radius for different potential depths \(V_0\).
SUMMARY

The metal/graphite interface is interesting due to the typically large disparity in the characteristics of the electronic structure (e.g. Fermi wavelength and Fermi energy) and dimensionality (3D in the metal versus quasi-2D in graphite). The goal of this work is to determine how the contact conductance to graphite depends on the metal contact area for nanometer-scale contacts. From this we deduce the effect of electronic screening in the graphite. Three different metals were chosen for this work: Solid Cu and Al, and liquid Ga. Liquid Ga provided a unique opportunity to reduce the effect of mechanical interactions to near zero, while Cu and Al were chosen for their different electronic structures. At the interface between the metal and graphite, the large Fermi wavevector of Al should allow phase matching of Al states to those in graphite, while the Cu Fermi surface lies inside of all available graphite wavevector states.

Conductance spectra as a function of tip displacement toward the graphite sample \([G(Z)]\) were obtained using a scanning tunneling microscope. The contact area and force for the solid tips were estimated from the DMT (Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov) contact model using experimental deformation displacements. The spectra always began by breaking the contact completely, i.e. by retracting the tip to beyond the point at which the conductance became zero. We observed very small initial contact conductance (a few \(nS\); 1 Siemen = 1 \(\Omega^{-1}\)) for small tip displacements with all of the metals. The hysteresis between forward- and reverse-traced conductance spectra was very small for small \(Z\) displacement. This indicates elastic mechanical interactions. Consequently, we attribute features in the \(G(Z)\) spectra, particularly distinct plateaus and regions of reversible negative \(dG/dz\), to the electronic structure of the metal-graphite interface. A simple model was developed to explain the results for small tip-sample displacements.

Remarkably, it was found possible to image the graphite surface with liquid metal tips in contact with the surface. This enabled us to correlate conductance features with the
atomic-scale surface structure of the graphite. The contact radius for the Ga tip during imaging was estimated to be $\sim 2.5\ nm$ from the width of atomic step edges on the graphite. This is much smaller than expected from the macroscopic radius of the Ga liquid drop (tens to a few hundred micrometers). The drop apparently distorts dramatically in the applied electric field to a conical shape (the Taylor cone) with a very small radius of curvature at its apex.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising materials for electronic devices and it has been suggested that they could become an alternative to the standard Si technology [1–4]. It is known, though not often appreciated, that graphite has an electronic structure very similar to CNTs. A major challenge in creating future nanometer-scale devices will be to control the electronic properties of the contact that exists at the interface of a metal and the nanoscale material. The issue is analogous to the control of Schottky barrier heights in metal/semiconductor contacts, to which decades of prior research has been devoted. In this Thesis, the contact conductance at the interface of a nanometer-scale metal tip and the surface of highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) has been studied, with the contact area adjusted via a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). While this is not identical to the problem of contacting a nanoscale graphitic element (e.g. a CNT), results from this controlled geometry will be important for understanding the general problem of contacts to carbon-based nanodevices [5, 6].

Nanometer-scale contacts between metals have been studied for many years [7, 8], with several interesting results. Most prominent among these is the quantization of conductance, discovered first in a 2D electron system [9]. Experiments in the early 1990’s [10–13] demonstrated that conductance quantization in nanoscale wires and constrictions was a very general phenomenon, even at room temperature. In these experiments, the conductance \( G = I/V \) is found to occur in integer multiples of the “conductance quantum” \( G_0 = 2e^2/h = (12.9\, \text{k}\Omega)^{-1} \) (this definition includes 2-fold spin-degeneracy). Metallic constrictions of only a few atoms diameter reach a resistance of 12.9\,\text{k}\Omega. In contrast, a recent experiment investigating metal-to-graphite contact resistance [14] showed that even for much larger contact areas, the contact resistance was around 1\,\text{M}\Omega. Contact experiments between a CNT and graphite also have been done [15] and the measured contact
resistance was large (50 kΩ). Furthermore, the measurements showed a dependence on the angle of the CNT with respect to the graphite surface, which indicated the important role of electronic structure in graphitic materials.

This Thesis describes measurements of the contact conductance of different metals to graphite, including a liquid metal (gallium). The metals (Cu, Al, Ga) were chosen to encompass a range of different Fermi surface cross-sections, which affects the states available for transmission across the interface. We will present the behavior of conductance as a function of contact radius (controlled via STM tip displacement) and force (or pressure) for each of these metals contacted to graphite.

In the first Chapter, we will review the electronic structure of graphite, contact conductance, and contact mechanics. In Chapter II we present the experimental setup and procedures for collecting the data. Chapters III and IV will present the experimental results and some discussion. We discuss the aspects common to all metals in Chapter V, and summarize the conclusions of this work in Chapter VI.

1.1 Graphite

The atomic configuration of a carbon atom is 1s^22s^22p^2, with an ionization potential of 11.2 eV [16]. Carbon exists in diamond, graphite, fullerene, and nanotube forms. Graphite is very widely used in the production of fibers, carbon nanotubes, lubricants etc. All of these different materials are built from the same sp^2 (trigonal) bonding of the carbon atoms, unlike diamond which is built from sp^3 (tetrahedral) bonding of carbon atoms. Tetrahedral bonding forms a rigid three-dimensional crystal structure of covalent bonds.

Graphite has four valence electrons, and the angle between nearest-neighbor sp^2-bonded atoms is 120°. The carbon atom in each layer is bonded to three other carbon atoms, forming a series of hexagons. The distance between two nearest atoms is 1.42 Å and the lattice constant a in the unit cell is 2.46 Å. The spacing c/2 between graphite layers is 3.35 Å, which is approximately twice the van der Waals radius of carbon [17].

The in-plane bonding in graphite is covalent, and as a result it is a good electrical and thermal conductor within the layer. Between the layers, however, bonding is due to the
weak van der Waals interaction, and as a consequence graphite is a poor electrical and thermal conductor perpendicular to the layers. The calculated interlayer binding energy is about 27 $meV/\text{atom}$ [18] and the measured binding energy $52 \pm 5 \, meV/\text{atom}$ [19], which is one-hundred times smaller than the tight-binding interaction between in-plane neighbors. Thus, in many cases, the properties of graphite are similar to those of a single $sp^2$-bonded sheet of carbon atoms, i.e. “graphene.”

Natural graphite crystals are made of a series of stacked parallel graphene planes, which occur in three different stacking sequences. The simplest crystal structure is the AAA stacking sequence for which there are two atoms per unit cell. The layers are placed on top of each other, aligned in the xy plane. The second crystal structure is known as the Bernal crystal structure and its stacking sequence is ABABAB. Figure 1 shows the Bernal crystal structure, where every other plane is shifted in the horizontal direction to give the ABABAB stacking. There are four atoms per unit cell. The Bernal crystal structure is the most common and stable stacking sequence of graphite. In this crystal structure the atoms in B sites (open circles in Fig. 1) have a different chemical environment from the atoms in the A sites (full circles) [20]. The B-atoms have no direct neighbors in adjacent planes, while the A-atoms do have direct neighbors in the adjacent planes.

The third crystal structure is the ABCABC stacking sequence, which forms a rhombohedral crystal structure. The carbon atoms in every third layer are superimposed. There are six atoms per hexagonal unit cell or there are two atoms per rhombohedral unit cell [21]. The chemical environment in layers A, B and C are different from each other. This stacking order is thermodynamically unstable and can not be found in a pure form but can be found in combination with Bernal graphite crystal structure.

1.1.1 Physical Properties of Graphite

The anisotropic atomic binding in the graphite crystal creates an anisotropic material, with striking differences between properties measured perpendicular to the graphene planes versus within the planes. The elastic constants for different crystallographic directions are [22]:
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Figure 1: The crystal structure of graphite ABABA (Bernal Structure). The primitive unit cell with dimensions $a = 2.46 \text{ Å}$ and $c = 6.70 \text{ Å}$. There are four atoms per unit cell. The atoms with full circles (A atoms) have neighbors directly above and below in the adjacent layer planes but the atoms with open circles (B atoms) have neighbors above and below in layer planes 6.70 Å away.

$C_{11} = 1060 \text{ GPa (}a\text{ direction)}$

$C_{33} = 36.5 \text{ GPa (}c\text{ direction)}$

$C_{44} = 4.5 \text{ GPa (shear parallel to the plane)}$.

The Young’s modulus ($C_{11}$) parallel to the graphene planes is larger than the perpendicular Young’s modulus ($C_{33}$) due to the atoms in the basal plane being tightly bonded to each other. The interaction between the layers is very weak and as a result the Young’s modulus in $c$-axis ($C_{33}$) and the shear modulus $C_{44}$ are very small.

The color of graphite is black and the density at room temperature and at atmospheric pressure is 2.26 $gm/cm^3$, i.e. little more than twice the density of water, and far less than most refractory materials [17]. The melting temperature of graphite is around 3950 K [17].

The electrical resistivity $\rho$ of graphite is approximately $1–8 \times 10^{-4}$ ohm-cm when measured parallel to the basal planes and 0.2–0.4 ohm-cm when measured perpendicular to the basal planes [23]. The resistivity perpendicular to the basal planes is 100-1000 times greater than that parallel to the basal planes. For comparison, the resistivity of aluminum
is $2.73 \times 10^{-6}$ ohm-cm [24], but most semiconductors have intrinsic resistivity on the order of 100 ohm-cm. Therefore graphite is a fairly good conductor and it is classified as a semi-metal. An interesting point is that parallel to the basal planes, the resistivity of graphite increases with temperature (metallic behavior), whereas the resistivity in the $c$ direction decreases slightly with increasing temperature (semiconducting behavior). Within the planes the mean free path decreases with increasing temperature, which increases the resistivity, while the decreased resistance perpendicular to the planes is a consequence of thermally-assisted tunneling [25–27].

1.1.2 Electronic Band Structure of Graphite

The $\phi_{2s}$, $\phi^{(s)}_{2p}$ and $\phi^{(y)}_{2p}$ carbon wave functions hybridize to form three $\sigma$ orbitals which form strong bonds with the three neighboring atoms [28]. The fourth electron wave function is $\phi^{(z)}_{2p}$ which is known as the $\pi$ orbital. The $\pi$ orbital does not hybridize on-site. It is antisymmetric under reflection through the basal plane while the $\sigma$ orbitals are symmetric under reflection through the basal plane [29]. The strength of the covalent bond ($\sigma$) is around $5.43 \text{ eV/molecule}$ while the van der Waals bond has a strength of only $0.073 \text{ eV/molecule}$ [17].

In the Bernal structure, the energy separation between the $\pi$ band and the $\sigma$ bands is large enough to neglect the effect of $\sigma$ electrons on the band structure near the Fermi energy. The in-plane bonds (first three wave functions) do not contribute to the conduction or play any role in transport (including tunneling). The fourth $\phi_{2p}(z)$ wave function plays a significant role in the conductivity of graphite [30].

The first Brillouin zone is bounded by six vertical planes of $\pi/a$ distance from the center of the axis, which forms a hexagonal cylinder. The Fermi surface of a single graphene plane consists of only six points corresponding to the corners of the hexagonal first Brillouin zone. Figure 2(a) shows the 2D Brillouin zone which is generated from the reciprocal lattice plane. The reciprocal lattice vectors are expressed as:
\[ \vec{b}_1 = 2\pi \left( \frac{-1}{\sqrt{3}a}, \frac{1}{a}, 0 \right) \implies |\vec{b}_1| = \frac{4\pi}{\sqrt{3}a} \]  
(1)

\[ \vec{b}_2 = 2\pi \left( \frac{-1}{\sqrt{3}a}, \frac{1}{a}, 0 \right) \implies |\vec{b}_2| = \frac{4\pi}{\sqrt{3}a} \]  
(2)

\[ \vec{b}_3 = 2\pi \left( 0, 0, \frac{1}{c} \right) \implies |\vec{b}_3| = \frac{2\pi}{c} \]  
(3)

The 3D Brillouin zone of graphite is shown in Fig. 2(b). The height of the lowest zone is \( 2\pi/c \) and the boundaries at \( \pm \pi/c \) correspond to Bragg reflection with a wavelength of \( 2c \). The Fermi surface is located near the \( HKH \) and \( H'K'H' \) edges of the Brillouin zone. Portions of the Fermi surface are centered on each of \( K \) and \( K' \) points. At each point there is a central pocket of holes, surrounded by two smaller pockets of electrons centered at the neighboring \( H \) or \( H' \) points [30].

The volume of the Brillouin zone is \( 16\pi^3/\sqrt{3}a^2c \). For a crystal of volume \( NV_c \) (where \( V_c = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}a^2c \) is the volume of a primitive unit cell), the Brillouin zone contains \( 2N \) states. For a single hexagonal layer (graphene), at absolute zero temperature, the hexagonal zone will be completely filled and the next zone will be completely empty but at higher temperature there will be some thermal flow into the outer zone [25] and for that reason graphite is a semi-metal with zero activation energy at absolute zero.

Graphene, which is a one monolayer sheet of graphite, is considered to be a zero-gap semiconductor [31]. It has conducting states at Fermi energy \( E_F \) only in specific directions in momentum space, at the corners of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 3b. This unique electronic structure is the basis of nanotube electronic structure [32–35]. When a graphene sheet is wrapped into a cylinder, it will form a carbon nanotube (CNT), which will be either semiconductor or metallic, depending on the chirality of the wrapping [36]. The two main carbon nanotube types are shown in Fig. 3. The armchair CNT, which is a metallic CNT, and a zigzag CNT, which is a semiconductor CNT. The length of CNTs are usually over 1 \( \mu \)m and its diameters range from 1 nm to 30 nm.

The band structure of a Bernal hexagonal graphite is dominated by the 2D in-plane interactions. There are four atoms per unit cell in graphite and there are 16 energy bands without considering the spin. There are 12 \( \sigma \)-bands and 4 \( \pi \)-bands. Half of the \( \sigma \) are
Figure 2: (a) The two-dimensional Brillouin zone of hexagonal graphite. The first Brillouin zone is indicated by the dashed line. (b) The three dimension Brillouin zone of graphite. The electron and hole Fermi surface are located in the vicinity of the edges of $HKH$ and $H'K'H'$. 
Figure 3: (a) The lattice structure of graphene. (b) The energy of conducting states as function of the wave vector $k$. (c) Metallic carbon nanotubes and semiconductor carbon nanotubes. The figure is taken from Ref. [37].
bonding and the other half are anti-bonding which exist at higher energies. The bonding and anti-bonding of the $\sigma$-bands are separated by approximately $5\,eV$ [38]. The $\pi$-bands lie between these two groups of $\sigma$-bands. Two of the $\pi$-bands are bonding ($\pi$-energy) and the other two are anti bonding ($\pi^*$-energy). The upper $\pi^*$ and lower $\pi$ band are degenerate at K points through which the Fermi energy passes and therefore the $\pi$ band forms the valence band while the $\pi^*$ forms the conduction band. The $\sigma$ bands are full and they cannot play any role in the conductivity of graphite.

The Fermi level is located $3.8\,eV$ below unoccupied states [39]. The bottom of the occupied $\sigma$ band is located $\sim 20\,eV$ below the Fermi level and the energy splitting in the degeneracy of this band is around $0.3\,eV$ [20]. The top occupied $\sigma$ band is slightly more than $3\,eV$ below the Fermi level and the energy splitting is roughly around $0.1\,eV$. The bottom of the $\pi$ bands is located $9\,eV$ below the Fermi level and the energy splitting in the $\pi$ is around $2\,eV$ which is much larger than the energy splitting of the $\sigma$ bands. This huge energy splitting in the $\pi$ band is due to the interaction of the interlayer. The $\pi$ band at the $\Gamma$ point has a strong dispersion and as result the wave function in this band has a maximum density in the direction perpendicular to basal plane. The $\sigma$ bands have small or no dispersion but the $\pi$ bands show a dispersion in band structure for hexagonal graphite [40, 41]. The interaction of the A atoms (full circles in Fig. 1) with the adjacent planes causes dispersion, but for B atoms (open circles in Fig. 1) have very small dispersion. The first unoccupied $\sigma$ band is located around $4\,eV$ above the Fermi level. Therefore the band near the Fermi level plays a very dominant role in transport of electrons in graphite.

### 1.1.3 STM Image and Spectroscopy

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was invented in early 1980’s by Binning and Rohrer[43]. Many researchers have exploited this wonderful instrument in studying the topography and electronic structure of different materials. STM has also a potential to study the mechanical properties of the surface of the sample via conductance measurements [44].

STM is based on the interaction of atoms separated by a thin vacuum gap, so that
Figure 4: The band structure of 3-dimensional graphite (Bernal crystal structure) taken from Ref. [42]. The solid line and dashed line represent the $\sigma$ and the $\pi$ bands respectively.
electrons can tunnel from a very sharp metallic tip to or from the sample surface. The tunneling current depends on the tip-sample separation \( d \) as in equation 4 which shows that the tunneling current decays exponentially with \( d \) [45].

\[
I \propto e^{-2\kappa d},
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the inverse decay length and it is expressed as:

\[
\kappa = \frac{2m(V_B - E)}{h^2},
\]

with \( V_B \) the potential energy within the barrier and \( E \) is the energy of the state.

Most STM’s work at constant current and depending on the topography of the sample the tip moves into or away from the sample to maintain constant current. The movement of the tip is controlled by piezoelectric drivers. For a positive tip voltage, electrons will be transferred from the sample to the tip but for negative tip bias voltage, electrons will be transferred from the tip to the sample.

1.1.4 Imaging and spectroscopy of HOPG

The surface of graphite has been imaged many times using STM and in most of the STM image only three of the six carbon atoms are observed. The STM images revealed many unusual features [46–51] such as asymmetry in the apparent height, large atomic corrugation etc. In STM images of graphite at low bias voltage, only half of the atoms are normally visible because the B site electrons have the higher density of states near the Fermi energy and for this reason the images at low voltages show the locations of B atoms [52, 53]. At higher bias voltages both the B and A atoms are visible in the STM images because the STM probes states lying farther below the Fermi energy. One can see directly the interactions between atoms in adjacent planes leads to dispersion, and how the dispersion spreads out the density of states.

Figure 5 shows an STM image of HOPG [54] with the A and B atoms are indicated in the image. The profile of the atoms are shown below the image.
Figure 5: STM image of HOPG (10 Å × 10 Å), taking at 0.2 V bias voltage. The A and B atoms are labels in the image and the height profile is also shown below the images. The figure taken from Ref. [54].
We used a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sample for all of our experiments. The graphite was cleaved in air and transferred to the UHV chamber immediately. The HOPG was annealed about 1000 C in UHV for half an hour to remove surface contamination. A sample graphite image was taken by our STM at room temperature and it is shown in Fig. 6(a). This atomic resolution image was taken at tunneling current 100 pA and tip bias voltage 0.1 V. The image was obtained by a tungsten tip. The profile of the atoms are shown in Fig. 6(b). The distance between the two bright spots (lattice constant $a$) is around 2.5 Å which agrees with values in the literature. The white spots are the B atoms and the black spot are the A atoms in the image. The A and B atoms are geometrically identical for a normal graphite surface but the B atoms have a higher intensity than the A atoms in most STM images. This difference in the intensity is due to the ABAB stacking of the graphite layers, that is for the B atoms there are atoms in the underneath layer but for A atoms, there are no atoms in the underneath layer. The B atoms have a higher density of states as compared with A atoms, and as a consequence they are brighter in STM images.

The $I(V)$ spectroscopy of graphite is shown in Fig. 7(a) and its numerical derivative is also shown in Fig. 7(b). The $dI/dV$ is calculated numerically from the $I(V)$ characteristics which is obtained with a set current 100 pA and bias voltage 1 V.
Figure 6: (a) Atomic scale STM image (50 Å × 50 Å) of HOPG ($V_{sample} = 0.1 \, V$, $I = 100 \, pA$) at room temperature. Data is unfiltered (unprocessed). The mean surface corrugation is 0.31 Å peak to peak. Slight distortion from hexagonal symmetry is due to thermal drift of the STM tip. (b) Height profile of the atoms across the marked segment in the image.
Figure 7: The $I(V)$ spectrum is the average of 2601 $I(V)$ spectra acquired at different positions on an x-y grid within an area of 5 Å x 5 Å. (a) Tunneling spectroscopy of graphite at room temperature (b) Numerical derivative of the spectra shown in (a) (tip voltage = 0.2 V and set point tunnel current = 100 pA).
1.2 Review of Conductance

1.2.1 Point Contact Conductance: Theory

The transition from the tunneling regime to a point contact is the starting point for studying contact conductance [14, 55–58]. At the initial approach of the tip toward the surface of the sample the force is an attractive force and the resistance between the two junctions is very large. As the tip nears the surface, the resistance of the gap decreases and the force between the two surfaces becomes repulsive. This force deforms the surfaces. When the force between the tip and sample changes from attractive to repulsive, the potential barrier between the two junctions collapses and it transforms from the tunneling regime to the contact regime [59].

When a metallic tip is brought toward a metallic surface with very small contact area a “point contact” is established between the two surfaces. For normal metallic contacts the relation between voltage and current is linear according to Ohm’s law but for a point contact, where the contact radius is less than the mean free path of the electrons, the \( I(V) \) relation is not linear [7]. For point contact conductance, the conductance is ballistic and electrons are transferred across the junction due to the electric field caused by the bias voltage.

Maxwell studied the diffusive regime between two contacting surfaces. Maxwell conductance \( G_M \) is valid for \( l \ll a \) (where \( l \) is the electron mean free path and \( a \) contact radius) and the conductance \( G_M \) is given by [60]

\[
G_M = \frac{2a}{\rho},
\]

where \( \rho \) is the resistivity of the metal, given by

\[
\rho = \frac{p}{Ne^2l},
\]

where \( p \) is the Fermi momentum and \( N \) is the electron density. This resistance sometimes is known as the spreading resistance or diffusive resistance. The Maxwell conductance scales linearly with contact radius.

Electrical contact between the two surfaces is defined when the electrons from one of the surface pass freely to the other without any potential barrier. The relationship between
contact resistance and contact area in the ballistic regime \((l \gg a)\) was proposed originally by Sharvin and today is known as the Sharvin conductance. Sharvin’s original contact resistance is given by [61]

\[
R = \frac{p}{e^2 D^2 N},
\] (8)

where \(D\) is the contact diameter.

The most common expression of Sharvin conductance in the literature is given by [62–66]

\[
G_s = \frac{3\pi a^2}{4\rho l}.
\] (9)

Since the resistivity \(\rho\) is inversely proportional to \(l\) from equation 7, the Sharvin conductance does not depend on the mean free path \(l\), in contrast to \(G_M\) (as long as \(l \ll a\)).

The semi-classical Sharvin conductance can be expressed in terms of the quantum conductance \((2e^2/h)\) as

\[
G_s = \frac{2e^2}{h} \frac{A}{\lambda_f^2},
\] (10)

where \(A\) is the contact area and \(\lambda_f\) is the Fermi wavelength.

From a semi-classical analysis of contact conductance for a constant cross-section wire, the Sharvin conductance is modified to include the perimeter of the cross-section of the wire and the conductance is given by [67]:

\[
G_c = \frac{2e^2}{h} \left( \frac{\pi A}{\lambda_f^2} - \alpha \frac{P}{\lambda_f} \right),
\] (11)

where \(P\) is the perimeter of the cross-section and \(\alpha\) is a correction factor. When the work function \(\phi\) goes to infinity the factor \(\alpha\) goes to 0.5 [66] and as \(\phi/E_f\) decreases the correction factor decreases and approaches the classical Sharvin limit (\(\alpha=0\)).

For the regime between Sharvin and Maxwell, Wexler expressed the contact resistance as [68]

\[
R = \left[ \frac{4}{3\pi} \frac{\rho l}{a^2} + \gamma(l/a) \frac{\rho}{2a} \right],
\] (12)
where \( a \) is the radius of contact and \( \gamma \) is a slowly varying function of \( l/a \), with \( \gamma(0) = 1 \) and \( \gamma(\infty) = 0.694 \). For \( l \gg a \) (the Sharvin limit) the electrons are ejected ballistically into the metal.

1.2.2 Nanowire Conductance: Theory

For two dimensional electron gas (2DEG), the conductance \( G \) is given by the Landauer formula \[69\]

\[
G = \frac{2e^2}{h} \sum_m \sum_n T_{mn},
\]

where \( T_{mn} \) is the transmission probability of the sub-band \( mn \) and the sum runs over the total number of occupied sub-bands. For perfectly transmission (\( T = 1 \)), the conductance is an integer multiple of the quantum conductance (\( G_0 = 2e^2/h \)). In the cross-section of the nanowire, the transverse motion is quantized. There are a finite number of electronic modes below the Fermi energy \( E_F \) which can be transmitted through the wire. When the cross-section area increases, higher order transverse modes propagate one by one and the conductance increase by integer multiple \( G_0 \) at each transient opening of a new mode.

1.2.3 Point Contact Conductance: Experiment

Atomic contact starts with an area of atomic dimensions. Non-destructive tip contact on a graphite surface was done first by Soler et al. \[70\]. This non-destructive contact between surfaces which might deforms elastically is the basis for atomic force microscope (AFM) with repulsive forces between the two surfaces.

For atomic contacts between metals, the resistance is of the order of the resistance quantum for the Sharvin case. If the density of states is constant around the Fermi level, then the atomic (point) contact is independent of the applied voltage \[57\] but for many materials their density of states is not constant around the Fermi level (e.g. graphite), and the contact resistance depends on the applied voltage.

The transition from tunneling to point contact was also studied by Gimzewski and Moller \[56\]. They made a contact experiment between a clean Iridium tip and polycrystalline Ag surface. They observed a region of metal-vacuum-metal tunneling for \( \Delta z > 4 \text{ Å} \). They evaluated the initial contact radius from the Sharvin resistance expression and radius of
found about 1.5 Å with a contact resistance \( \sim 10 \, k\Omega \). This contact area is equivalent to a few atoms in close contact. They observed a significant hysteresis for \( \Delta z > 5 \, Å \) and suggested that in this range adhesion occurred between the tip and sample. The image taken after the contact experiment did not show a significant change of the Ag topography from the image taken before the contact. The authors concluded that the contact between these two surfaces may involve plastic or elastic deformation but that any deformation damaged must anneal within a short time for these small tip displacement (a few angstroms).

Holm [17] has given a relation for Joule heating in a point contact by using the Wiedemann-Franz law

\[ \kappa \rho = TL, \quad (14) \]

where \( L \) is the Lorenz number. For the Maxwell limit for an applied voltage of 10 mV, this is equivalent to an increase of 2 K in temperature [65]. This will not be the main reason for decreasing the electron mean free path. Ertz et al. [65] have done experiments to test the heating effect on Au wire. For an applied voltage up to 140 mV the \( I(V) \) curves were linear. They concluded that the scattering is mainly due to fixed scattering centers, and not due to thermal scattering, which would increase at higher power level. The \( I(V) \) curves should show some nonlinearity if the scattering were temperature (power) dependent.

1.2.4 Nanowire Conductance: Experiment

Different approaches, like the free electron model and molecular dynamics simulation [8, 66] have been explored to study the relation between the geometry and contact conductance. Perhaps the best experiment on contact conductance on Au nanowires was done by Rubio et al. [13], as shown in Fig. 8. In this experiment, they measured both the conductance and force simultaneously as functions of displacement. The experiment was done at room temperature. They understood both electrical and mechanical properties of the contact conductance from measurement of the conductance and force.

The conductance remains almost constant in the elastic stage and it is reflected in the force figure by a straight line. There are no atomic rearrangements in the elastic stage and it has a stable electronic structure. The conductance changes abruptly during the relaxation
of the force which is indicated in the force figure. The abrupt change in the conductance is due to the atomic rearrangements.

Conductance measurements of carbon nanotubes with a liquid metal contact (mercury) were done by Frank et al. [71], as shown in Fig. 9. The CNTs conduct ballistically without heat dissipation. They observed a plateau at integer multiples of $G_0$ which indicated the conductance is quantized. Other contact experiments were done by many people either between the same metal [10–12] or two different metals [62, 72–74]. In most experiments and simulations the conductance is an integer multiple of the conductance quantum ($G_0 = 2e^2/h$).
Figure 8: Simultaneous measuring of the conductance and force during compression and stretching of Gold Nanowire taking from Ref. [13]
Figure 9: Conductance of carbon nanotube contact with liquid mercury and the conductance measured as function dipping depth. It is taken from Ref. [71]
1.3 Contact Mechanics Between two Surfaces

It is very important to understand the contact mechanics between two surfaces in order to understand contact conductance. As already discussed in the previous section the conductance depends on the geometry of the contacting surface (contact radius or area). The forces at the interface have a direct effect on the transport of electrons between the sample and the tip. There are several models used in estimating the forces between the two contacting surfaces. These will be presented in the following sections.

1.3.1 Hertz Theory

The most well known theory in contact mechanics is the Hertz elastic theory of contact mechanics. This theory applies for a surface with frictionless, small strains, continuous and non-conforming \((a \ll R, a \text{ is contact radius and } R \text{ is radius of curvature})\) [75]. Hertz theory also doesn’t take into consideration the surface free energy and the adhesive force which exists between the surfaces.

Two different spheres with radii of curvature \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are brought into contact as shown in Fig. 10. In general, the actual contacting interface between the two surfaces should be a curve in the plane of the page even though in the figure it is indicated by a straight line. The force applied to the system is compressive along the \(Z\) axis. The first sphere is deformed by \(\delta_1\) and the second sphere is deformed by \(\delta_2\) as indicated on the diagram. The contact radius is labeled by \(a\) in the figure and the total deformation displacement \(\delta\) is expressed as:

\[
\delta = \delta_1 + \delta_2.
\]  

The reduced tip-sample curvature \(R\) is given by:

\[
\frac{1}{R} = \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2}.
\]  

For our case the second surface is a flat surface \((R_2 \to \infty)\) and the reduced curvature will be the same as \(R_1\) \((R=R_1)\).
Figure 10: Illustration of the geometry used to calculated the contact radius $a$ when two different spheres with radii of curvature $R_1$ and $R_2$ are in contact. The dashed line is the projected line before deformation and the solid line is after deformation by $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ from its original shape.

The controlling parameter in this theory is the applied load ($F$) to the system. The average pressure distribution in the system is given by [75]:

$$P(r) = P_o [1 - (r/a)^2]^{1/2},$$

where $P_o$ is the maximum pressure applied to the system and $r$ is the distance from the center of the contact. The applied load can be related to the pressure by the following expression:

$$F = \int_0^a P(r)2\pi r dr = \frac{2}{3} P_o \pi a^2 \implies P_o = \frac{3F}{2\pi a^2} = \frac{3}{2} P_m.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

As shown in the above expression the applied force is proportional to the contact area ($A = \pi a^2$) and the maximum pressure $P_o$ is $3/2$ times the mean pressure $P_m$. The general expression for Hertz contact force $F_h$ between two elastics surfaces is given by [76] :

$$F_h = \frac{E^* a^3}{R} = E^* R^{1/2} \delta^{3/2},$$

where $E^*$ is the effective Young’s modulus or elastic reduced modulus of the two surfaces,
Table 1: Young modulus and \( \nu \) Poisson’s ratio for the metals are taken from Ref. [77], \( E^* \) effective Young’s modulus between HOPG and the metals and \( Y \) Yield strength (in an annealed state). \(^a\)Ref. [78] \(^b\)Ref. [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>( E ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
<th>( E^* ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( Y ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>34.84</td>
<td>35(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>41.06</td>
<td>69(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>47.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPG</td>
<td>36.5(^b)</td>
<td>0.25(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

given by:

\[
\frac{1}{E^*} = \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{1 - \nu_1^2}{E_1} + \frac{1 - \nu_2^2}{E_2} \right),
\]

where \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( \nu_1, \nu_2 \) are Young’s modulii and Poisson’s ratios of the two materials, respectively. The elastic modulii for the interested metals are shown in Table 1.

The contact radius of a solid metal tip with a flat surface can be estimated from the radius of curvature \( R \) and deformation displacement \( \delta \) [75, 79]:

\[
a = (\delta R)^{1/2}.
\]

The total force \( F_t \) for the Hertz model is same as the Hertz force \( F_h \) because the adhesive force \( F_{ad} \) is zero for this model. In the next section we will see other theories that include the attractive force between the surfaces.

1.3.2 Adhesive Force Between two Elastic Surfaces

The adhesive force (pull-off force) is an attractive force that exists between two contacting surfaces. There are several theories and models for estimating the adhesive force but we will focus on the most known ones. The two most well known models are the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) [80] and Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) [81, 82]. These two models are valid for a pure elastic deformation with a contact radius smaller than the radius of curvature of the tip [83]. Figure 11 shows the normalized force plotted as function of normalized penetration depth for different models. As shown in this figure, the JKR model
has hysteresis between the forward and reverse directions.

Figure 11: The figure shows the Normalized force as function of penetration depth for Hertz, JKR and DMT contact models. The JKR adhesive force has hysteresis. The diagram is taken from Ref. [84].

The work of adhesion $w$ is the energy per unit area required to separate two surfaces from contact to infinity in vacuum and it is given by [76, 85, 86]:

$$ w = \gamma_1 + \gamma_2 - \gamma_{12}, $$

where $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$ are surface energies for the two contacting surfaces. The surface energy at the interface $\gamma_{12}$ can be estimated as [85]:

$$ \gamma_{12} \approx 2\sqrt{\gamma_1 \gamma_2}. $$
Table 2: Surface energy \((\gamma)\) and adhesive work \((w)\) for selected metals with HOPG. The adhesive work is calculated using Eq. 22. \(^{a}\)Ref. [87] \(^{b}\)Ref. [77] \(^{c}\)Ref. [88].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>(\gamma) (N/m)</th>
<th>(w) (N/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>0.914(^{a})</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>1.285(^{a})</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>0.718(^{b})</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2.5(^{a})</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPG</td>
<td>0.11(^{c})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface energy and work of adhesion for some metals is shown in Table 2. The work of adhesion was calculated between the surface of graphite and different metals using Eqs. 22 and 23. Gallium has the lowest adhesive work compared with other metals in the list.

The JKR model \(^{[80]}\) assumes the adhesive force acts only inside the contact, i.e. only short range forces are considered. There is no force between the surfaces when they are not in contact.

The adhesive force \(F_{ad}\) and deformation displacement \(\delta\) for the JKR model are expressed as \(^{[76]}\):

\[
F_{ad} = \frac{(3/2\pi)Rw}{R},
\]

\[
F_t = F_h - F_{ad} = \frac{E^*a^3}{R} - \sqrt{6\pi wE^*a^3},
\]

\[
\delta = \frac{a^2}{R} - \frac{2}{3}\sqrt{\frac{6\pi wa}{E^*}}.
\]

When the repulsive force is cancelled out by the attractive force the total load \(F_t\) is zero, and the contact radius \(a_o\) is given by:

\[
a_o = \left(\frac{6\pi R^2w}{E^*}\right)^{\frac{1}{3}}.
\]

The JKR model is good for large tip radius and soft materials with large surface energy.

The DMT model \(^{[89]}\) includes long-range surface forces that exist outside the contact area. In this model a force of adhesion exists even when the surfaces are not in contact.
The adhesive force and contact radius for DMT model is given by:

\[ F_{ad} = 2\pi Rw, \]  

(28)

\[ F_t = F_h - F_{ad} = \frac{E^* a^3}{R} - 2\pi Rw, \]  

(29)

\[ \delta = \frac{a^2}{R}. \]  

(30)

The contact radius \( a_o \) at zero applied load is given by:

\[ a_o = \left( \frac{2\pi w R^2}{E^*} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}. \]  

(31)

The DMT model is good for small radius of curvature of the tip and low adhesion. The contact radius is similar to the Hertz theory which means that the tip-sample geometry is constrained to remain Hertzian.

The JKR and DMT theories are not exact and can’t be applied to all materials. However, the Maugis theory [90] is the most complete macroscopic theory, and applies to all materials. The properties of the material are described by a dimensionless parameter \( \lambda \), given by:

\[ \lambda = 2.06 \frac{Z_o}{Rw^2} \sqrt{\frac{Rw^2}{\pi E^*}}. \]  

(32)

where \( Z_o \) is the equilibrium separation distance between the tip and the surface.

The JKR model is the \( \lambda \to \infty \) limit of Maugis theory, while the DMT model is obtained as \( \lambda \to 0 \). The transition from the DMT model to the JKR module is developed by Maugis and Dugdale (MD). The set equations relating \( F, \delta, a, m \) and \( \lambda \) are [90]:

\[ F = \frac{E^* a^3}{R} - \lambda a^2 \left( \frac{\pi w E^*}{R} \right)^{1/3} \left[ \sqrt{m^2 - 1} + m^2 \arctan \sqrt{m^2 - 1} \right], \]  

(33)

\[ \delta = \frac{a^2}{R} - 4\lambda a \left( \frac{\pi w}{RE^*} \right)^{1/3} \sqrt{m^2 - 1}, \]  

(34)

where \( m \) is the ratio of the width of annular region to the radius of contact. The annular region is the outer radius at which the adhesive force no longer acts in the gap between the
surfaces. Practically speaking, the MD theory shows that the JKR model is valid for $\lambda \geq 5$, while DMT is useful for $\lambda \leq 0.1$.

For the experiment described in this Thesis, the maximum equilibrium separation distance $Z_0$ between the tip and the surface can be approximated as the interlayer separation distance between graphite layers, which is 3.35 Å. For all cases of interest, $\lambda \ll 0.1$. Therefore, we will use the DMT model in the analysis of our experiments. The DMT model is without hysteresis in the force versus penetration depth but in the JKR model, hysteresis in the force versus displacement exists between pushing and pulling of the tip from the sample surface.
CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND PROCEDURE

2.1 UHV Chamber and Vacuum System

All experiments were done in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) at or near room temperature. The room temperature STM is in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure around $1 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. A photo of the UHV chamber is shown in Fig. 12. For a detailed description of the UHV chamber see P.E. Quesenberry, Ph.D. Thesis [91]. In brief, the UHV chamber is equipped with Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), Field Emission Microscope (FEM), STM, electron-beam (e-beam) sample heater and e-beam tip heater.

The UHV chamber was pumped by a turbo-molecular pump [92] and an ion pump [93]. The turbo pump was operated during transfer of tips and samples and also during baking of the chamber. We turned off the turbo pump during our experiment because it could potentially introduce vibrational noise to the chamber that would affect the experimental measurements. The ion pump operated continuously since it doesn’t introduce any vibrational noise. The only time we closed the valve of the ion pump from the main chamber was during sputtering of tips when we leaked Ne gas into the chamber. The ion pump is not able to pump Ne gas efficiently, so we used the turbo pump to pump out the Ne gas.

The chamber normally has water vapor and gases that stick on the wall of the chamber and can not be pumped out by our pumps. This makes the pressure of the chamber high. To achieve UHV pressure the chamber should be baked to desorb water and other condensed gases. We normally baked the chamber around 145 °C for 24 hours with the pumps running to achieve UHV pressure. We out-gassed all the filaments inside the chamber while the chamber was hot.
Some modification was made to the existing in-vacuum current to voltage amplifier which was connected to the sample by a small Cu wire. This amplifier has a fixed conversion factor $10^8 \text{ V/A}$ and was not suitable to measure currents in the entire range from $1 \text{ mA}$ to $1 \text{ pA}$. The servo setpoint current was determined by the amplifier gain. A DL Instruments model 1211 [94] external adjustable sensitivity was used for most of the experiments. A switch was mounted with epoxy on the top of the existing amplifier. The switch allows us to bypass the amplifier in order to use a current amplifier outside the chamber. A wobble stick was used to turn on or off the switch while the chamber was under vacuum. We put also a thermocouple wire near the STM scanner to monitor the temperature of the liquid tip.

2.2 Sample Preparation

The graphite (HOPG) sample used for this work was bought from Spi company [95]. The original size of the sample was $10 \times 10 \times 1 \text{ mm}$ but the thickness of the graphite decreases
due to cleaving the sample from time to time. The sample was cleaved in air using adhesive
tape to peel several layers, and immediately transferred to UHV to minimize exposure to
the air. The sample was annealed by the electron bombardment (e-beam) sample heater at
temperature \(~1000\) °C for 30 min. to clean from surface contamination. This temperature
required typically 4 A of filament current at 0.5 kV accelerating potentials. The temperature
of the sample was measured by an optical pyrometer. The optical pyrometer is a device
which allows contactless temperature measurement by using incandescence color matching.
The optical pyrometer is good for temperatures greater than 600 °C.

2.3 Tip preparation

In the experiments, both liquid and solid metal tips were used for the contact conductance
measurements. In each case, the contact area can be varied by pushing the STM tip further
into the graphite sample. The liquid will exert far less pressure than solid tips, and thus
will only minimally distort the graphite surface. Gallium (Ga) was used for a liquid metal
tips. Copper and aluminum were used as solid metal tips.

2.3.1 Liquid metal tip

Gallium was chosen as the liquid metal for the following reasons:

- It will form a liquid easily around 30 °C.
- It doesn’t wet in microscopic scale [96].
- It has very low vapor pressure (9.31 \times 10^{-36} \text{ Pa at 303 K} [97]) even at high temperature,
  which is essential in UHV.

The other metal which forms a liquid at low temperature is mercury (Hg) but it is not compatible with UHV because of its high vapor pressure (0.0002 Pa at 234 K [97]). Therefore, we didn’t use Hg for our experiments even though some contact experiments were done previously between Hg and carbon nanotubes at room temperature in air [98].

Approximately 0.2 cm^3 melted Ga was placed on small stainless-steel dish and the oxide
layers of the Ga drop were scraped. The Ga drop was transferred immediately to the load-
lock chamber to minimize further exposure to air. After transfer to the UHV chamber, a
flat sheet of stainless-steel mounted on a 1 mm tungsten rod was used for further scraping
of the oxide layer from the Ga drop by using the wobble stick. The Ga was then annealed at about 300 °C inside the chamber and the Ga drop surface was scraped again to remove any remaining oxide.

A 1 mm Cu rod was cleaned by electron bombardment heating before dipping into the liquid Ga. The dipped end of the Cu rod sometimes etched or stretched to achieve a smaller cylinder radius and hence a smaller Ga drop radius. The clean Cu rod approached the liquid Ga for dipping via a Burleigh inchworm motor [99]. This process was monitored by a camera video with 12X magnification. When the Cu rod made contact with the liquid Ga, we observed a clear jump to contact in video image. This was an indication that the liquid Ga was free of oxide contamination. Even a very thin oxide skin was depressed slightly by the Cu rod before the Ga wetted the rod. The Cu rod was left in contact with the Ga for up to 30 minutes. We also observed a jump on the monitor when contact broke during the process of removing the Cu rod from the Ga drop.

The radius of curvature of the Ga drop-tip was measured from the magnified image of the tip which was taken by a digital camera. The 1 mm Cu rod was taken as a reference and we fitted a circle to the curvature of Ga drop to measure the radius of curvature $R_{Ga}$ of drop.

### 2.3.2 Solid Metal Tips

0.125 mm Cu and Al wires with purity 99.99% were used as a solid metallic tips in the contact experiments. The solid tips were etched by electro-chemical methods. We used orthophosphoric acid solution (70% orthophosphoric acid in water) for etching the Cu tip with an AC voltage between 1-5 V. We used perchloric acid solution (10% perchloric acid in methanol) for etching the Al tip with an AC voltage between 1-10 V (smaller voltage is for smaller tip radius) [100]. We transferred the tips to our chamber and we expected oxides on the tips. Therefore, it required cleaning procedure in vacuum before the contact experiments. We used a sputtering technique [101, 102] for cleaning and sharpening the tip further. Ion sputter is standard technique used for tip and sample preparation. We used Ne gas for the sputtering of the tips.
We leaked Ne gas to the chamber and the pressure the chamber increases. The pressure of the chamber with Ne gas was between $6.6 \times 10^{-6}$ to $2 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar for most of the tips. We set the emission current to a fixed value (for most of the tips 5 to 20 $\mu$A) and the tip was connected to negative high voltage. The high voltage was increased until the emission current reached its setpoint. We then monitored the voltage of the tip with a voltmeter until it dropped to a minimum possible voltage (the voltage would decrease and increase cyclically, with the minimum voltage increasing slightly on each cycle). The smaller the minimum sputtering voltage of the tip, the sharper is the tip. With this method, we cleaned the tip from oxide and at the same time sharpened the tip further. We switched the high voltage polarity to positive for annealing the tip by electron bombardment heating. Most of the tips were annealed at 1-1.5 kV with about 1.3 mA emission current for about 20-45 seconds.

The next step was to measure the radius of the tip. We used the field emission microscope (FEM) to do so. FEM was invented by Erwin Mueller in 1936 [103]. This instrument allows us to view the surface of the tip and at the same time you can follow the rapid changes on the surface of the tip. The schematic diagram of the FEM is shown in Fig. 13.

By applying negative high voltage to the tip, electrons were emitted from the surface of the tip to the direction of the screen. A micro-channel plate (MCP) [104] was placed in front of the phosphor screen to amplify the emitted electrons from the tip. A MCP is a detector consisting of two channel-plates, with one connected to ground and the other to 950 V to established a multiplication of the emitted electrons. The phosphor screen was held at 3 kV.

The emission current was very small, of the order of $nA$, and the ammeter of the power supply was not sensitive enough to measure $nA$ current. We put a 10 M$\Omega$ resistance in series to the cable of the high voltage (HV) which was connected to tip. We were able to measure the voltage drop $V_D$ across the resistor and from this we were able to measure the emission current ($I = V_D/10 \text{ M}\Omega$) of the tip. We measured the emission current of the tip as a function of applied voltage for the measurement of the tip radii.
Figure 13: Schematic diagram of the field emission microscope (FEM) and field ion microscope (FIM) arrangement used to measure the radius of curvature of a solid metallic tip.
The electric field for a normal emitter is given by [105]:

\[ F = \frac{V}{\kappa R}, \tag{35} \]

where \( V \) is applied voltage, \( R \) is the emitter radius (for our case the tip radius of curvature) and \( \kappa \) is a geometric factor. For the typical hyperboloidal shape of our tips \( \kappa \) is approximately 5 [105], and for most emitters \( \kappa \) is between 4 and 8. The parameter \( \kappa \) increases with the angle of the tip apex.

From the Fowler-Nordheim theory [103], the emission current is related to emitter radius by:

\[ \ln \left( \frac{I}{V^2} \right) = -\frac{b R}{V} \nu \left( \frac{V^{1/2}}{R^{1/2}} \right) + \ln \left( \frac{a}{R^2} \right), \tag{36} \]

where \( \nu \) is a tabulated function, \( \phi \) is the work function in eV, and the constants are defined by:

\[ a = 6.16 \times 10^{-8} A/\phi \]
\[ b = 3.415 \times 10^8 \phi^{3/2} \]
\[ c = 1.7 \times 10^{-4} \phi, \]

where \( A \) is the emitter area. The value of the constants for Al (\( \phi^{Al} = 4.28 \text{ eV} \)) and Cu (\( \phi^{Cu} = 4.65 \text{ eV} \)) tips are:

\[ b^{Al} = 3.02 \times 10^9 (eV)^{3/2} \]
\[ c^{Al} = 3.97 \times 10^{-5} (eV) \]
\[ b^{Cu} = 3.43 \times 10^9 (eV)^{3/2} \]
\[ c^{Cu} = 3.66 \times 10^{-5} (eV) \]

The graph of \( \ln(I/V^2) \) versus \( 1/V \) is a straight line with a slope \( bR\nu \) and intercept \( \ln(a/R^2) \). By First assuming \( \nu = 1 \), we estimated the value of \( R \) from the slope of the line and the work function. By using this value of \( R \) to calculate the argument of \( \nu \), from the table the value of \( \nu \) [106] can be found. By repeating the procedure the radius of the curvature will converge to a single value. The problem with this technique is the current density is sensitive to the work function and the work function varies with crystal
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Table 3: Emission current as function of applied voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (in Volts)</th>
<th>Current (in Amperes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>$1.22 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>$1.88 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>$1.15 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>$2.063 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Sample of calculating the radius of the tip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabulate function</th>
<th>Radius (in cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v(0)$</td>
<td>$1.377 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.62)$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.46)$</td>
<td>$1.89 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.53)$</td>
<td>$2.12 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.5)$</td>
<td>$1.99 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.52)$</td>
<td>$2.09 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v(.51)$</td>
<td>$2.02 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

orientation. By using the average value for the work function of the tip, the radius will be estimated to an accuracy of better than $\pm 15\%$ [103].

As an example sample we present the FEM data for one Cu tip. The measured emission current as a function of applied voltage by FEM is shown in Table 3. The current was measured from a potential drop across the 10 M$\Omega$ resistance connected in a series to the FEM.

A plot of $\ln(I/V^2)$ versus $1/V$ is shown in Fig. 14 and the graph is a straight line as expected from Fowler-Nordheim theory. The slope for this particular graph is -4718.8 ($= -bRv$) and the y-intercept is -18.62 ($= \ln(a/R^2)$).

A sample calculation of the radius of curvature for a Cu tip is shown in Table 4. We used $\kappa=5$ for this typical calculation and it is clear that the radius of the tip converges.

The radius of curvature $R$ of the tip can be calculated from this slope using Fowler-Nordheim theory [105] and we obtained the radius of curvature $R$ of this particular Cu tip
Figure 14: $\ln(I/V^2)$ versus $1/V$, with a slope of -4718.8 and y intercept -18.608. The points are the experimental data and the solid line is the linear fit to the data.

is about 20 $nm$ and 12.5 $nm$ for $\kappa = 5$ and 8 respectively.

2.4 Experimental setup

The schematic diagram of the Ga-HOPG contact conductance experiment is shown in Fig. 15(a). The image of the Ga-tip is shown in Fig. 15(b), magnified 12X from actual tip size. The dark spot at the end of the tip is due to the highly reflective surface of the liquid tip. No light is scattered in this region. This high reflectance is another confirmation that the Ga drop was not covered by any oxide skin.

The STM piezo controls the motion of the tip and the initial conductance is controlled by the STM servo. After achieving initial conductance, we retracted the tip a few $nm$ to break the initial contact, and then pushed toward the HOPG surface by steps of 0.01 $nm$ or larger while recording the current as a function of displacement at a fixed tip voltage (the HOPG sample was maintained at virtual ground by the current amplifier).

Figure 16(a) shows the image of the tip before the contact. The radius of curvature of
Figure 15: (a) Schematic diagram of the Ga-HOPG experiment. The top diagram when the drop and the surface are out of contact, the middle diagram when the drop and the surface are in contact and the bottom diagram is the detail between the drop and graphite during contact. (b) An image of Cu rod with Ga liquid at the end of the rod. This is an image of the video screen taken by a digital camera.
Figure 16: Image of a Ga liquid tip. (a) Image of the Ga drop before contact. The radius of drop is 235 μm. (b) The image of Ga drop in contact with HOPG. The radius of the neck is 85 μm. Formation of the “neck” as in (b) indicated substantial wetting of the HOPG surface, which was unacceptable for these experiments. After an observation such as this, the HOPG was typically cleaved again, the Ga source was reheated and scraped, and the Ga drop was re-formed.

the tip before contact is around 235 μm, as measured by fitting a circle to the end of the drop. The radius of the neck is 85 μm and measured from contact neck in Fig. 16(b). The formation of such a neck indicated wetting of the HOPG surface. Date from these cases was not considered reliable.

The schematic drawing of a solid tip is shown in Fig. 17 and the shape of the tip is hyperboloid. The radius of curvature for the tip is indicated by $R$ and the detailed measurement of the radius of curvature was discussed in the previous section. The sample initially approached toward the tip by the manual control of the inch-worm motor, after which the tip was brought into tunneling range by the STM servo controlled by a computer. The initial displacement (tunneling distance) between the tip and HOPG is indicated by $Z$ in the diagram. Current versus displacement [$I(Z)$] measurements were done in the same manner as
described for liquid tips, with the increment of tip displacement typically $0.1 - 1 \, \text{Å}$. At each displacement increment the current was measured for a fixed tip voltage in both forward and reverse displacement directions. In some of the experiment we measured the current as function of displacement and tip voltage. For most of the experiments imaging and $I(Z)$ measurements were done simultaneously. Thus, we were able to observe the effect of atomic steps on the conductance spectra.

Figure 17: A simple schematic diagram between a solid tip and HOPG. The $Z$ motion of the tip was controlled by the STM piezo. The initial position of the tip was determined by the current setpoint. $V$ is the applied bias to the tip.
CHAPTER III

CONTACT CONDUCTANCE OF LIQUID METAL TIPS

Gallium metal was used in its liquid state to create nearly zero-load contacts to graphite with easily adjustable contact area. The detailed preparation and characterization of the Ga tips and graphite substrate were stated in Chapter II. Liquid Ga does not deform the surface of graphite during contact. Consequently we were able to use large tip displacements without changing the structure of the sample. The contact pressure $P$ can be estimated from the Young-Laplace equation \[ P = \frac{2\gamma}{R} \], where $\gamma$ is the surface free energy (0.72 N/m for Ga liquid [77]) and $R$ is the radius of curvature of the spherical liquid surface. The contact force $F$ at the Ga-HOPG interface is estimated as $F = PA = \frac{2\gamma}{R}\pi a^2$, where $a$ is the contact radius. The pressure for radius of curvature 215 $\mu$m is 6.68 kPa and the contact force for contact radius $a=2.5$ nm (estimated later in this Chapter from the image width of a graphite step-edge) is around 130 fN. This is 10 - 10$^2$ times less than the smallest forces achievable in commercial scanning force microscopes.

The initial contact of the liquid-drop tip to the graphite surface was controlled by the STM servo. This allowed us to achieve gentle contact to the surface in most cases (resistance $\geq 200$ $M\Omega$). Our initial experiments utilized Ga drops with $R_{Ga} \geq 200$ $\mu$m. In many such cases it proved difficult to achieve stable contact conductance for STM servo setpoint current $>100$ nA, corresponding to a resistance of 200 k$\Omega$ at the typically tip bias voltage of 20 mV. During subsequent experiments with smaller Ga drops, it was possible to achieve stable contact conductance for servo setpoints as low as 0.1 nA (200 M$\Omega$). It should be understood that in either case, the contact conductance was measured over a range of tip displacement, beginning with a retraction from the surface to beyond the point at which the conductance vanished (broken contact). Current versus $Z$ displacement was then recorded while pushing the tip towards the HOPG surface and subsequently retracting to beyond the broken-contact point.
A 94.74 \( \Omega \) internal series resistance of the digital to analog converter (DAC) was subtracted from measured resistance values to obtain the contact resistance at the interface of Ga-HOPG. With the ability to use the STM servo to maintain high resistance contacts (i.e. small area), we found, remarkably, that it was possible to image the HOPG surface with the liquid tip in contact with the graphite surface. The image acquisition was done in the same way as normal STM, but there is no vacuum tunnel barrier. To our knowledge, this is the first time that atomic-scale structure has been imaged with a liquid scanning probe tip. As will be seen, the simultaneous acquisition of image and \( I(Z) \) spectra provides new insights into the liquid/solid interaction for Ga/HOPG. In next section, we will present experimental \( G(Z) = I(Z)/V \) measurements for large tip displacements. The second following section presents \( G(Z) \) measurements at small displacements which were acquired simultaneously with an image of surface of the sample. In Sec. 3.3 we discuss the imaging in more detail, and then conclude with a discussion of salient points in Sec. 3.4.

### 3.1 Current versus Distance: Large Displacements

HOPG substrates were annealed at 1100 \( ^\circ \)C for 30 min. before contact experiments in order to clean the surface from contamination. In this experiment we didn’t have information on the topography of the graphite sample at the contact region. However, separate images with a tungsten tip showed flat terraces, typically 400 nm in size as shown in Fig. 18. The images were taken at 100 pA tunneling current and tip bias of 2 V.

Figure 19 shows the variation of contact conductance as a function of tip displacement for a Ga tip with radius of curvature 215 \( \mu \)m. The radius of the tip was measured from the magnified image of the tip as described in Chapter II. The data were acquired for a tip voltage of 20 mV after stabilizing the Ga-HOPG contact at a servo setpoint current of 100 \( \mu \)A. After achieving initial contact, we retracted the tip to beyond -280 nm to break the initial contact and we pushed the Ga drop-tip toward the graphite in increments of \( \sim 1.5 \) nm, measuring the current at each \( Z \) position. The Ga tip was pushed up to +170 nm past the initial position of the tip. The red line in the Fig. 19 was taken during forward displacement (pushing toward the graphite surface) and the black line was taken during the
Figure 18: STM images of graphite surface by a tungsten tip [(a) 2 μm x 2 μm, (b) 400 nm x 400 nm]. The images were taken with tip bias voltage 2 V and a tunnel current of 100 pA. The graphite was annealed at 1125 °C for 20 min.

reverse displacement (pulling from the graphite surface). The inset in Fig. 19 shows the initial conductance step with higher resolution. The value of the initial conductance is about 0.06 Go (conductance quantum Go = 2e^2/h = [12,960 Ω]−1) and the forward conductance occurs at displacement of -230 nm before the servo-determined initial position of the tip (Z=0). This conductance is equivalent to about 216 kΩ contact resistance, and it remains nearly constant over a span of 270 nm. The second plateau occurs at a Z displacement of +40 nm with respect to the servo position of the tip, with a conductance of 0.5 Go (26 kΩ). The span of the plateau on the Z-axis is about 50 nm. The third conductance plateau is 1.2 Go (10.8 kΩ) and it spans about 70 nm. The value of the next conductance plateau is about 3.5 Go (3.7 kΩ).

As we observe from the conductance curves, hysteresis exists between the forward and reverse directions even though the conductance values and the span of the plateaus are similar in both directions. The average Z hysteresis between the forward and reverse G(Z) spectra is about 90 nm except in the region of the initial contact, where the hysteresis is only ~ 30 nm.
Figure 19: Variation of the conductance $G$ as a function of the tip displacement $Z$ at a temperature of 311 K. The radius of curvature for the Ga tip is 215 $\mu m$. The applied bias voltage between the Ga tip and HOPG is 20 $mV$ and the set current is 100 $\mu A$. Red line is the forward conductance and black line is the reverse conductance.
In Fig. 20 are shown conductance histograms of many conductance curves to demonstrate the consistency of the conductance measurements. The largest counts occur for the initial contact (0.06 $G_o$) and the next two conductance plateaus near 0.5 $G_o$ and 1 $G_o$. The peaks of the last two plateaus are much broader and smaller in comparison with the first three peaks.

The same Ga drop ($R_{Ga} = 215 \, \mu m$) was used as in the previous experiment but the tip was moved laterally to a different spot on the graphite surface, 1.5 $\mu m$ from the initial location. $I(Z)$ data was acquired at the same set current and bias voltage, but the tip displacement was much larger than the previous experiment as shown in Fig. 21(a). For tip displacement from -200 $nm$ to 600 $nm$, the conductance increases from 0 to about 250 $G_o$ (52 $\Omega$), typically in discrete steps. Figure 21(a) shows five different conductance spectra acquired sequentially in this figure. More than 30 similar spectra display the same behavior demonstrating the reproducibility of these spectra. The next step is to compare these conductance spectra with those in Fig. 19, which were taken at a different position on the graphite. Figure 21(b) shows a magnified view of one of the spectra from Fig. 21(a). We observe that the conductance in forward direction (solid line) is similar in behavior to those with smaller displacements, but in the reverse direction, the conductance curves don’t show the smaller plateaus and the hysteresis is much larger. In fact, for these spectra the Ga-HOPG contact didn’t break in the reverse direction. The reason for the hysteresis between the forward and reverse direction is undoubtedly due to the nature of the liquid tip. As presented in Chapter II [see Fig. 16(b)] the Ga drop began to wet the HOPG surface in some cases. As discussed in subsequent sections, we believe that wetting occurs exclusively at defects on the graphite surface.
Figure 20: Conductance histogram for the Ga tip ($R_{Ga} = 215 \, \mu m$) at a temperature of 311 K. The histogram is calculated for the forward spectra only. The applied bias voltage between the tip and HOPG is 20 $mV$ and the set current is 100 $\mu A$. Note that the width of the conductance plateaus in the $G(Z)$ spectra determine peak heights, while the reproducibility of the spectra and flatness of the plateaus is reflected in the peak widths.
Figure 21: Conductance versus Z Displacement between Ga and HOPG at a temperature of 311 K ($R_{Ga} = 215 \mu m$, $I_T = 100 \mu A$, $V_T = 20 mV$). (a) Five spectra with a large displacement. The order of acquisition was solid, dashed, dash-dot, dash-dot-dot-dot, and long dashes lines. (b) The magnified view for the sold line of the spectra from Fig. 21(a).
We used a different Ga tip with smaller Ga drop (R = 50 \mu m). The detail method of
dipping of the Cu rod to the liquid Ga was presented in Chapter II. For most of the tips,
we let the Cu rod stay inside the Ga liquid for a few min. but for this particular tip we left
the tip inside the Ga for about 10 min. This 1 \text{ mm} Cu rod at the end that dipped into the
Ga liquid was etched with nitric acid in order to have a small Ga drop. The diameter of
the Cu rod at the etched end was around 128 \mu m.

Figure 22 shows conductance versus Z displacement for the 50 \mu m Ga drop measured
with V_T = 20 mV. The STM servo current was 1 \mu A. The current was acquired every 1.5
nm increment of Z displacement from -425 nm to 250 nm. Two distinct plateaus occur at
0.02 Go and 0.04 Go in both forward and reverse directions. The next two plateaus show
more variation, but are observed in both acquisition directions at \sim 0.13 Go and 0.33 Go.
As for the 215 \mu m Ga drop, there is hysteresis between the forward and reverse data, even
though the overall behavior in both directions is similar.

The conductance spectra shown in the inset of Fig. 22 are 10 of more than 60 similar
G(Z) spectra which demonstrate the reproducibility of the data in both directions. The
only notable time-dependent feature was a slight shift of the initial contact displacement
toward positive Z from one spectrum to the next. We observed a temperature difference
\Delta T \leq +3 ^\circ C in the chamber from the start and the end of the experiment. This temperature
variation might have caused the tip to drift away from the graphite surface and thus cause
the initial contact displacement to shift to larger displacement by a few angstroms (note
that the drift would be manifest only in a slight variation of the servo setpoint current and
position due to proportional feedback on the Z error signal).

The radius of curvature of the liquid was determined from the microscopic image of the
tip. This radius most likely is not the actual radius, because the shape of the drop might
change during the contact especially when the tip is under applied field. We can’t make
analysis like contact radius based on the radius measured from microscopic image of the
drop. We will address in the next section a method for estimating the contact radius from
the image of the graphite surface taken by a liquid drop.

Figure 24 shows the conductance curve as a function of tip displacement for a Ga drop
Figure 22: Contact conductance versus Z Displacement of Ga drop and HOPG ($R_{Ga} = 50 \, \mu m$) at $T = 311 \, K$. The applied bias voltage between the tip and sample is $20 \, mV$ and the set current is $1 \, \mu A$. Black line is forward conductance and red line reverse conductance for the main figure.
Figure 23: Conductance Histogram for the Ga tip \((R_{Ga} = 50 \, \mu m)\) at \(T = 311\) K. The bias voltage between the sample and drop is 20 \(mV\) and the set current is 1 \(\mu A\). The histogram is only for the forward conductance measurements.
of 36.5 μm radius. The Z=0 position was determined by the STM servo setpoint of 10 μA, at a bias voltage 15 mV (slightly different from the bias voltage of the previous conductance measurements). The solid line in the graph is the forward displacement conductance and the dashed line is for reverse displacements. We acquired a set of reproducible $G(Z)$ spectra, with a single representative shown in the figure and magnified inset. The value of the initial conductance contact is about 0.14 $G_0$ (92.6 kΩ) and it occurs at a displacement of -100 nm from the initial position of the tip. The second conductance plateau is about 0.26 $G_0$ (50 kΩ) followed by a sudden jump to a large conductance about 7 $G_0$ (1.85 kΩ). The Z displacement difference between the forward and reverse are 83 nm, 89 nm and 61 nm for the first, second and third plateaus respectively.

Figure 25 shows the conductance histogram of the 36.5 μm Ga drop. The first two plateaus contribute sharp peaks with 2000 to 3000 counts, demonstrating clearly the consistency of the data. The conductance histogram for larger $G$ values is shown in the smaller box in the figure. In this case, many small plateaus occur (tens of histogram counts versus 1000-3000 in the first peaks), as indicated by the sharp peaks in the histogram.
Figure 24: Contact conductance versus Z Displacement of Ga drop and HOPG ($R_{Ga} = 36.5 \ \mu m$) at temperature of 311 $K$. The applied bias voltage between the tip and sample is 15 $mV$ and the set current is 10 $\mu A$. The solid line is the forward conductance and dash line the reverse conductance.
Figure 25: Conductance Histogram for the Ga tip ($R_{Ga} = 36.5 \, \mu m$) at $T = 311 \, K$. 60 spectra were used to obtain the histogram. The histogram is only for the forward conductance measurements.
Simultaneous Imaging and $I(Z)$: Small Displacements

In the previous section we were not able to estimate the radius of contact at the Ga-HOPG interface. Also, we didn’t know the topography of the sample at the region of contact. In this section we will try to address these two issues by imaging the graphite sample with the liquid tip itself. It is, to our knowledge, the first such imaging of a surface. The imaging was done in the normal STM mode, with 100 $pA$ setpoint current at a tip bias of 20 $mV$. The small contact conductance resulted in a contact area small enough to resolve atomic-scale vertical features on the surface of the sample. In order to confine the contact area to lie within the imaged region, we didn’t use large $Z$ displacement in these experiments. All the $G(Z)$ in this section were acquired simultaneously with the image, via the method of current imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS) \cite{108}. In the normal CITS technique, scanning is stopped at chosen positions during STM image acquisition, and a current versus voltage spectrum is acquired at fixed tip-sample separation. For our measurements, the tip-sample separation was varied at fixed voltage to obtain $I(Z)$.

An image of graphite taken by a liquid Ga tip is shown in Fig. 26. The liquid tip was in contact with the graphite surface during the imaging process. Atomic layer steps are apparent in the image. Imaging using a liquid tip gave us the topography where the contact conductance was acquired and we were able to observe the effect of the graphite surface features on the contact conductance measurements.

The contact diameter can be estimated from imaged width of atomic steps on the surface \cite{14}. The initial contact radius was estimated to be 2.5 $nm$. The contact force for this 170 $\mu m$ Ga drop is around 170 fN, as estimated from the Young-Laplace equation \cite{107}. The profile of two steps is shown in Fig. 27. The imaged heights of these layers is about 6.6 Å. This height is equivalent to the two layers of graphite.

Figure 28 shows conductance versus $Z$ displacement at the four positions labeled in Fig. 26. The $G(Z)$ and image were taken at the same bias voltage of 20 $mV$, with the image set current 100 $pA$. We measured around 200 $I(Z)$ at different spots across the surface and they are relatively very reproducible. We present 4 $G(Z)$ as representative in this figure. The initial conductance is very small, of order 5 $nS$ ($6.5 \times 10^{-5}$ $G_0$). The
Figure 26: Imaging the graphite surface using a liquid tip ($R_{Ga} = 170 \, \mu m$, $200 \, nm \times 200 \, nm$) at $T = 311 \, K$. The tunnel current is 100 $pA$ and bias voltage is 20 $mV$.

Figure 27: Profile of the surface height across the segment marked in Fig. 26.
spectra 1 and 3 were taken over flat regions of the surface as indicated in the image of Fig. 26. Their conductance spectra don’t reveal any hysteresis between the forward and the reverse conductance. However, spectrum 2 which was taken over a graphite step shows hysteresis between the forward and the reverse conductance traces. We observe that the conductance in the forward direction is similar to those acquired over flat regions but in the reverse direction the conductance is not stable. This hysteresis between the forward and the reverse $G(Z)$ traces indicates an irreversible process, such as structural change at the step edge of the graphite during contact. Either the liquid Ga wets graphite at the step edge, or some carbon is removed from the step edge during contact. There is a good indication on the image of the graphite that Ga nano drops are deposited on the step edge, and for this reason we conclude Ga can wet graphite at step edges on the atomic scale. Note that spectrum 4, acquired near an atomic step, also shows a small amount of hysteresis. According to the literature [96], Ga doesn’t wet graphite on the $\mu$-scale, but from our observations it appears that gallium can wet graphite at atomic scale steps. We will discuss the wetting in more detail in the next section.
Figure 28: Contact conductance versus Z displacement, \((R_{Ga} = 170 \, \mu m)\) at temperature of 311 \(K\) \((I_T = 100 \, pA, V_T = 20 \, mV)\). Solid line is forward and dashed line is reverse contact conductance.
Figures 29(a) and 29(b) show another image and $G(Z)$ spectra that were taken simultaneously. The Ga drop was the same as the previous experiment ($R_{Ga} = 170 \mu m$) but the $G(Z)$ were measured at a different location on the graphite, i.e. the tip was moved laterally X and Y by 130 nm and 40 nm from the initial spot. The image is a raw image which wasn’t processed. The current was measured every 0.2 A increment in Z displacement. The step height at the bottom right corner in image is 1 nm which is very close to 3 mono layers of graphite. The contact radius is around 2.5 nm estimated from the step width measurement (step width $\sim 5$ nm). The source of the elevated region in the center of the image does not appear to be surface structure. Rather, the liquid may have flowed slightly. The $G(Z)$ spectra do not indicate any dramatic change in the electronic properties within this region.

In Fig. 29(b) we show four representative spectra from a total of 90. The conductance spectra were very reproducible and without significant hysteresis. Detailed views of the data between 6 - 10 nS showed behavior similar to the previous conductance spectra. That is, the conductance increases in almost a $\sqrt{Z}$ form to a short plateau at 5-6 nS, then rises to a second plateau near 20 nS. In this case, at $Z = 0.6$ nm the conductance reaches a maximum around 18 nS but the plateau has a negative slope. The conductance decreases with Z displacement for a while before it increases to higher conductance. Note that this behavior is reversible, i.e. it occurs identically on the forward and reverse $G(Z)$ spectra.
Figure 29: (a) A 200 nm × 200 nm STM image of graphite using a Ga liquid tip at temperature 311 K ($R_{Ga} = 170 \mu m$, setpoint $I_T = 100 \, pA$, $V_T = 20 \, mV$). (b) Conductance versus Z displacement at labeled spots in the above image.
The same Ga tip ($R_{Ga} = 170 \mu m$) was moved laterally by $X=30 \text{ nm}$ and $Y=20 \text{ nm}$ from the previous position to go to a different topography on the surface of the graphite. Figures 30(a) and 30(b) show the image and $G(Z)$ spectra taken at different locations on the surface of graphite. The height of the step is $0.35 \text{ nm}$ (one monolayer) and the width of the step is around $6 \text{ nm}$ ($3 \text{ nm}$ contact radius).

The overall behavior of the conductance is similar to the previous ones. We observe a small conductance plateau (or inflection) near $5 \text{ nS}$ in all the conductance spectra, but the conductance spectrum in ‘3’ has larger span in $Z$-axis around $5 \text{ nS}$ which is similar to the conductance in Fig. 28. We pushed the $Z$ displacement up to $8 \text{ nm}$, which is larger than the previous $Z$ displacement. We observe a second plateau around $18 \text{ nS}$ which is consistent with the general behavior of the conductance measured at other positions on the surface. Note that the $5.5 \text{ nm}$ hysteresis seen at position ‘4’ is most likely due to a nearby step, faintly visible in the image. Spectra 2 and 3 show smaller hysteresis, perhaps from the step edge which lies between the two positions.
Figure 30: (a) A 200 nm × 200 nm STM image of graphite using a liquid Ga tip at T = 311 K (R_{Ga} = 170 μm, I_T = 100 pA, V_T = 20 mV). (b) Conductance versus Z displacement different spots in the above image.
Figures 31 and 32(a) show the image and conductance versus $Z$ displacement, respectively, for an experiment done with a different Ga tip of 157 $\mu$m radius. The current was not as stable as for previous tips, and for that reason the image is not as good as the previous images. However, the value of conductance at the plateau (18 $nS$) is similar to the previous Ga tip ($R_{Ga} = 170$ $\mu$m) and a shoulder at 4-5 $nS$ is often observed. There is very small negative hysteresis between the forward and the reverse $G(Z)$ directions. We believe the source of the hysteresis is thermal drifting of the tip toward the surface.

We tried to see the behavior of the conductance beyond the plateau at 18 $nS$ and we observed the forward conductance to increase almost linearly with $Z$ displacement up to 125 $nS$ (8 M$\Omega$) as shown in Fig. 32(b). There is hysteresis between the forward and reverse directions, with the reverse conductance breaking contact 0.25 $nm$ away from the forward conductance.
Figure 32: Conductance versus Z displacement between Ga tip and HOPG ($R_{Ga} = 157 \mu m$, $I_T = 100 \, pA$, $V_T = 20 \, mV$). Solid line is forward and dashed line is reverse contact conductance (a) taken across the marked place on the image. (b) Contact conductance as function of tip displacement for larger displacement.
3.3 Imaging using a liquid tip

In this section we will examine the details of imaging the graphite surface using a liquid metal tip. STM images are usually acquired by a solid tip, but we managed to image the surface of graphite with a liquid Ga tip. The temperature of the STM was around 311 K in order to keep the Ga drop in a liquid state. The radius of curvature of the Ga drop was measured from the magnified image of the drop taken by a digital camera. But this curvature can not be the actual radius curvature of the drop under applied field. The formation of a “Taylor cone” under applied field is a well known phenomenon [109–112]. Beyond a critical field, the Taylor cone suffers a “jet” instability [110]. The typical potential between the drop and graphite was 20 mV (bias voltage of the tip). The applied field can be approximated from a parallel plate method. For a tip-sample separation of 0.5 nm, the electric field is about $4 \times 10^7$ V/m. This field is beyond the instability threshold (the minimum electric field for instability for a liquid gallium is around $5 \times 10^6$ V/m [112]). Consequently, we will not rely on the radius of curvature measured from the camera image for our analysis. The effective radius of the drop under applied field is on the nano-scale.

Due to the instability of a free drop under applied field, the liquid tip was in contact with the surface of the graphite in these images. A graphite surface was imaged previously by point-contact-microscopy [14] using a solid tip in contact with the surface during imaging. Figure 33 shows an atomic resolution image of HOPG under UHV conditions taken by a tungsten-carbide coated conductive AFM tip in contact with the surface (100 nN load). The image was taken with an average current of 945 nA and tip bias of 1 V. The lattice constant $a$ is 2.46 Å measured from the image, consistent with imaging every other atom in the lattice. The contact radius was estimated to be about 4.1 nm from the width of atomic steps and the adhesive force was also estimated to be around 115 nN using a DMT contact mechanics model.

3.3.1 Imaging by 50 μm liquid tip

The graphite sample was annealed at about 1070 K for 15 min. prior to the experiment. In Fig. 34(a) is shown the image of graphite by a liquid drop with radius of curvature 50 μm.
Figure 33: Point contact microscopy image of HOPG (25 Å × 25 Å) taken at 1 V bias voltage. It is taken from ref. [14].

The tip was in contact with the graphite surface during imaging, and the contact radius estimated from the width of the step edge of graphite is 2.5 nm (the contact diameter is approximately equal to the width of the step edge). The height of the step in Fig. 34(a) is 1.7 nm which is equivalent to five monolayers of graphite. The image shows many nanometer size islands on the surface, which are undoubtedly Ga nano-drops. We suspect these might be Ga that came out from the drop as drop-jets [110] when the field was high enough. For clean graphite which was annealed at high temperature the only source for these nano-drops should be from the Ga tip. We observed this behavior in many images with different tip size.

A higher resolution image of the graphite surface is shown in Fig. 34(b), corresponding to the boxed region in Fig. 34(a). Note that the drops bind to step edges and apparently to other defects. The long arc of the drop from bottom-right to top-left in Fig. 34(a) may be aligned on a low-angle grain boundary or subsurface dislocation line. The diameter of the Ga nano-drops are 3-4 nm which is close to the contact diameter estimated from the step
Figure 34: (a) A 400 nm × 400 nm STM image of graphite using a liquid Ga tip at T = 311 K (R_Ga = 50 μm, I_T = 100 pA, V_T = 20 mV). (b) A higher resolution (50 nm × 50 nm) STM image of graphite from the boxed region of part (a).
edge width. Four images were taken between Fig. 34(a) and 34(b) but the width (contact radius) did not change. This confirmed that the shape or size of the tip was not changed during the experiment. The bias voltage (applied field) was kept the same for all images, and due to that the contact radius or width of the step was not changed from one image to next.

### 3.3.2 Imaging by 180 μm liquid tip

The HOPG sample was annealed around 1170 K for 20 min. before the experiment. We used a different drop with a radius of curvature 180 μm and we imaged the surface of the graphite with the same tunneling current and bias voltage as previously. The image is shown in Fig. 35. There are many steps on this image, and we observe small Ga nano-drops predominantly along the step edges.

A high resolution image is shown in Fig. 36(a). The height of the step is about 3.3 Å which is one graphite monolayer step. The contact radius between the liquid tip and the graphite surface is estimated to be 1.75 nm from the step edge width. There are Ga nano-drops along the step edges in the image and Fig. 36(b) shows a profile across the nano-drops marked by a line on the image. The vertical axis is the height and the horizontal axis is the lateral size of the nano-drops. The diameters of the nano-drops are between 3 nm and 5 nm, very close to the contact diameter of the drop measured from the step-edge width.

The best way to measure the diameter of solid nano crystals (like gold nanocrystals) or carbon nanotubes is by measuring the vertical height, which eliminates problems of the shape convolution. For liquid Ga this method may not give us the actual diameter of drop because the tip drop and the surface nanodrops may briefly coalesce. This could also affect the imaged lateral diameter. We measured the height of Ga nano-drops and obtained values between 1 nm and 1.7 nm which is somewhat smaller than the lateral radius. The average volume of the Ga nano-drop is about 70 nm³.
Figure 35: A 400 nm × 400 nm STM image of graphite using liquid Ga tip at T = 311 K (R_Ga = 180 μm, I_T = 100 pA, V_T = 20 mV). See the following figure for an expanded image within the outlined region.

Figure 36: (a) A 100 nm × 100 nm STM image of graphite using liquid Ga tip at T = 311 K (R_Ga = 180 μm, I_T = 100 pA, V_T = 20 mV). (b) Height profile of the Ga nano-drops along step edge, as labeled in the image. The image corresponds to the boxed region in the previous figure.
3.4 Discussion

In most contact experiments the load (force) $F(\delta)$ is measured as a function of the deformation displacement $\delta$. But in our case, the contact conductance $G$ was measured as a function of displacement $Z$. The deformation displacement $\delta = Z - Z_o$, where $Z - Z_o$ is the displacement at initial contact. A liquid Ga tip does not deform the surface of graphite during contact. But the contact area will increase as $Z$ displacement increases. The contact force at the interface of Ga-HOPG can be estimated by the Young-Laplace equation. The estimated contact force was in range of 100 to 200 fN. This is $10^{-2}$ times less than the smallest forces achievable in commercial scanning force microscopes. we didn’t observe exponential (tunneling) increase in most of our measurements; rather it started abruptly, then increases in a linear or sublinear manner during the approach to the graphite surface. This is associated with Ga drop instability.

The initial contact conductance is very small (a few nS), much less than $G_0$. This might be due to momentum mismatch \[113, 114\] at the interface of the graphite and gallium. Figure 37 shows the approximate Fermi surfaces of graphite and gallium, projected on the $k_x, k_y$ plane. The Fermi wave vector of Ga is $1.66 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ for an infinite plane while for graphite the $k$-points in the BZ are located $1.7 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ from the zero center. The only way electrons can transfer across a planar interface is through inelastic scattering.

We don’t know for sure the source of this small contact conductance for small contact area. We know that very small Hg cluster behave like insulators and as the size of the Hg clusters increases the metallicity of the clusters increases \[115\]. This behavior also occurs in other small clusters of metals \[116–118\]. This behavior may be occurring in the liquid Ga drop. Small drops might behave like poor conductors and big drops might behave like good conductors. We don’t have direct evidence about the size of the Ga drop and we cannot rely on the above arguments.

The appearance of conductance plateaus reminds one of conductance quantization in metallic wires. However, the observed conductance steps are not multiples of $G_0$, perhaps because the transmission coefficient is not unity ($T \neq 1$). One the other hand, as we showed in the previous section, there are Ga nano-drops on the surface. These Ga nano-drops could
Figure 37: Fermi surface of graphite and gallium. The Fermi wave vector for Ga $K_{GA} = 1.66 \, \hat{\AA}^{-1}$ and for graphite the $k$-points $K_{HOPG}$ in the BZ are located 1.7 $\hat{\AA}^{-1}$ from the zero center.

Figure 38: Model of contact between Ga tip and Ga drop on the surface of the HOPG.
Figure 39: Radius of curvature of liquid Ga tip versus width of first plateau for the large \( Z \) displacements. The radius of Ga drops were estimated from the microscopic image of the drop. The experimental results are indicated by a solid circle and the linear fit to the data is shown by the solid line.

make successive contact with the Ga tip during contact conductance measurements. The model of this contact conductance is shown in Fig. 38. The conductance plateaus for large \( Z \) displacement (and large setpoint current) might be the result of contact between the Ga nano-drops (on the surface of graphite) and the Ga tip. This makes the contact between the same metal (Ga drop) rather than of Ga tip with a graphite surface.

Figure 39 shows the radius of the liquid Ga tip plotted as a function of the width of the first plateau. The data for the width of the plateau came from the conductance spectra with large displacements. The radius of the drop scaled linearly with the width of the first plateau. The slope of the linearly fit line is 0.768 ± 0.058. The change from initial conductance plateau to next plateau may be due to the applied force \( (F = \frac{2\pi}{R} \times A) \) to the surface by the liquid tip. That is, it needs a critical threshold force to change from one plateau to the next. The contact radius is determined from the profile of the Taylor cone at bias voltage of 20 \( mV \) for all the liquid tip radii. This leads us that the force is inversely related to macroscopic radius \( R \). Thus, for a given \( Z \) displacement the contact force is smaller for large \( R \) as compared with small \( R \).

From imaging the graphite with a liquid tip, we observed that gallium came out from
the tip and deposited on the surface. Experimental results [110] for the drop-jet instability show that the droplet size does not depend on the initial radius of curvature. These Ga nano-drops most often deposited on the step-edges of the graphite. We observed from our profile the diameter of the Ga nano-drops are close to the contact diameter measured from the step width. It is clear from our image there are plenty of Ga nano-drops on the surface of graphite and there is a possibility the Ga tip can make contact either with graphite or Ga nano-drop or perhaps with both during a contact experiment.
The contact conductance experiments started with liquid Ga tips. At the beginning of our work, we preferred the liquid tip for one simple reason: to have variable contact area without deformation of the surface of graphite. For small displacements, we observed very small contact conductance, to the order of $5 \, nS$, and we believed that this small conductance might be due to momentum mismatch at the interface of graphite and Ga. That is, the projected Fermi wave vector for Ga $K_{Ga} = 1.66 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ is located inside the K-points of graphite $K_{HOPG} = 1.70 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$. With this momentum mismatch, the only way for electrons to transfer across a planar interface would be through inelastic scattering, and due to that we observed very small conductance at the interface. We chose copper and aluminum to observe the effect of momentum mismatch at the metal-graphite interface. The Fermi wave vector for Cu $K_{Cu} = 1.36 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ is located well inside the $k$-points of graphite. But for Al the Fermi wave vector $K_{AL} = 1.75 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$ is located outside the $k$-points of graphite, which allows phase-matching of Al states to those in graphite.

The pressure under a solid tip is much different than for the liquid tips, i.e. the contact force in solid metal tips is much larger than the liquid tips at the interface of graphite. We used the DMT model to estimate the contact force at the interface. Most of the experimental spectra are without (or small) hysteresis between forward and reverse conductance. Therefore, the DMT model [see details in Chapter I] was shown to be the best model for our experimental data. The contact radius and force were estimated by the DMT model using experimental deformation displacements and radius of curvature $R$ of the tip. The radius $R$ of the tips were measured via FEM. The solid metal tips were cleaned by sputtering [101] in Ne gas and annealed with e-beam heating. We also used sputtering for sharpening of the tips, as explained in Chapter II. In the next section, we will present and discuss experimental $G(Z)$ measurements of Cu tips with different tip radii. We will also present
contact area and force as estimated by the DMT model. In section 4.2, we will present and discuss experimental conductance spectra between Al tips and graphite.

4.1 Copper-HOPG Contact Conductance

4.1.1 20 nm Cu tip

A newly-cleaved HOPG sample was annealed at 1000 °C for 25 min. inside the UHV chamber before the contact experiment. The Cu tip was electrochemically etched as described in Chapter II. It was sputtered in Ne gas (pressure of 8.25 × 10^{-5} mbar) with an emission current of 5 μA. The Cu tip was sputtered for 2 min. The threshold voltage decreased from 600 V to 400 V during the sputtering. This was an indication that the tip was sharper after the sputtering. Finally, the tip was annealed by electron bombardment heating for 30 sec. at 1 kV with an emission current 1.32 mA. The radius of curvature of the tip was estimated from Fowler-Nordheim theory [103], as detailed in Chapter II.

An image of HOPG taken by the Cu tip with a 20 nm radius of curvature is shown in Fig. 40(a). The profile across a triple step is shown in Fig. 40(b). The imaged height of the step is about 0.9 nm (three monolayers of graphite). The faint “ghost” step is not a real step, but results from double-tip imaging. All the G(Z) in this Chapter were acquired simultaneously with the image, via the method of CITS [108]. Figure 41 shows the conductance versus tip displacement at four different regions labeled in Fig. 40(a). The initial conductance is very small, of order 5 nS (similar to the initial conductance step for the liquid Ga tips). Spectra 1 and 2 were taken far from the step as indicated in the image. These conductance spectra don’t reveal any hysteresis between the forward and reverse conductance. However, spectra 3 and 4, which were taken near the graphite step, show some hysteresis between the forward and the reverse conductance traces.

We presented different contact mechanics models in Chapter II, and the DMT model was shown to be the closest model to our experiment. There are two main forces between contacting surfaces, i.e. the attractive (adhesive) and the repulsive (Hertz) forces. These two forces cancel one another when their magnitudes are equal. The contact radius $a_o$ at
Figure 40: (a) Graphite surface (100 nm × 100 nm) imaged by a Cu tip with a radius of curvature $R = 20\text{nm}$ ($I_T = 100\text{ pA}, V_T = 2\text{ V}$). (b) Height profile of graphite across a step edge as labeled by the dashed line in the image.
Figure 41: Measurements of conductance versus tip displacement ($R = 20\, nm$, $I_T = 100\, pA, V_T = 20\, mV$). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line.
zero force can be calculated from the DMT model (Eq. 31):

\[ a_o = \left( \frac{2\pi wR^2}{E^*} \right)^{1/3}, \]

where \( w \) and \( E^* \) are the work of adhesion and the effective Young’s modulus. From the formula and values in Tables 1 and 2, the contact radius \( a_o \) for a 20 nm tip is expected to be 3.4 nm (equivalent to 36.3 nm\(^2 \) contact area). Figure 42 shows a conductance spectrum versus contact area. The contact area \((a \approx \sqrt{A} \delta\); see Chapter II\) was calculated from experimental deformation displacement \( \delta \) using the DMT model. The deformation displacement \( \delta \) taken to be the \( Z \) displacement from the conductive threshold, i.e. we obtained \( \delta \) by shifting the \( Z \) displacement to zero such that \( G(Z = 0) = 0 \). Figure 42 shows that the initial conductance increases linearly up to a contact area of 40 nm\(^2 \) before it briefly plateaus and then increases rapidly to higher conductance.

![Figure 42: Contact conductance versus contact area between Cu tip and graphite surface (R = 20 nm, \( I_T = 100 \ pA, \ V = 20 \ mV \)). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line. This data is from spectrum in Fig. 41.](image)

In Fig. 43 is shown the same conductance spectrum plotted versus force. The force is obtained from the DMT model using the experimental deformation displacement. Negative force in the figure occurs when the attractive force is larger than the repulsive force. In this regime the surface of the tip and graphite are under overall tensile stress. We expect that the interlayer separation of the graphite will increase from its natural spacing. A positive
force means that the repulsive force dominates the attractive force. For this regime both the tip and sample will be deformed under the compressive stress. The interlayer separation of the graphite will decrease from its natural separation. In this regime the conductance increases faster [119].

![Graph showing contact conductance versus force between Cu tip and graphite surface](image)

**Figure 43:** Contact conductance versus force between Cu tip and graphite surface ($R = 20 \text{ nm}, I_T = 100 \text{ pA}, V = 20 \text{ mV}$). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line. This data is from spectrum in Fig. 41.

After the contact measurements the radius of the tip was again characterized via field emission current-versus-voltage measurements. In this case radius of curvature of the tip was about 31.3 nm, which is larger than the radius before the experiment (20 nm). Apparently the tip either deformed plastically or possibly picked some graphite flakes during contact with graphite. The graphite surface apparently deformed elastically because there was no visible change in the image of the graphite taken after the $G(Z)$ measurements. The $G(Z)$ spectra also show almost no hysteresis.

### 4.1.2 44 nm Cu tip

The HOPG sample was annealed at 975 °C for 10 min. The Cu tip was sputtered at 5 μA emission current with Ne gas (base pressure $6.93 \times 10^{-5} \text{ mbar}$) for 3 min. It was also annealed by e-beam for 1 min. with an emission current 1.98 mA. The radius of the tip (44 nm) was measured using the Fowler-Nordheim theory. Figure 44(a) shows one representative
spectrum from a total of 134. The conductance spectra were very reproducible and without hysteresis. The general behavior of the data between 0-5 $nS$ is similar to the previous conductance spectra. The conductance increases in linear or sublinear form up to 5 $nS$. The conductance increases very dramatically after 5 $nS$. This behavior was also observed with the 20 nm Cu tip.

The apparent barrier height of the tunnel barrier $\phi_{ap}$ is defined as [120, 121]

$$\phi_{ap} = \left( \frac{1}{1.025} \frac{d \ln(I)}{dZ} \right),$$

where $Z$ is displacement in Å and $\phi_{ap}$ is in eV. Figure 44(b) shows the apparent barrier height as function of $Z$ displacement. The barrier height starts at a very high value compared to the 4.4 eV average work function of Cu and Al and then collapses very rapidly to zero within 0.15 nm $Z$ displacement.

Figure 45 shows the conductance spectrum versus contact area ($\pi a^2$). The contact radius $a$ is estimated from the DMT model using experimental deformation displacement $\delta$ and radius of a curvature $R$ of the Cu tip. The conductance increases almost linearly with contact area up to 5 $nS$. But beyond 5 $nS$ it increases drastically. The contact area at 5 $nS$ conductance is about 110 nm$^2$.

In Fig. 46 is shown the conductance spectrum as a function of force. The force is calculated from the DMT model using the experimental deformation displacement. The conductance increases with force sublinearly from -150 nN to 25 nN. The adhesive force dominates for a conductance less than 4 $nS$. However, the repulsive force dominates for a conductance beyond 4 $nS$. The conductance starts to increase very dramatically around 25 nN force. We believe that at this force and beyond the layers of graphite begin to deform from their natural distance enough to affect transport perpendicular to the layers.

The radius of curvature of the tip was measured by FEM to be 66 nm at the end of the contact experiment. The radius of the Cu tip increased from the radius before the experiment (44 nm). The same physical change was also observed with the previous Cu tip (20 nm → 31 nm) for similar $Z$ displacements. The Cu tip apparently undergoes plastic deformation during the contact experiment. The surface of the graphite was observed to
Figure 44: (a) Contact conductance versus tip displacement \( R = 44 \text{ nm}, I_T = 100 \text{ pA}, V_T = 20 \text{ mV} \). (b) Apparent barrier height versus Z displacement, four different spectra are taken as representative and indicated by different line styles.
Figure 45: Contact conductance versus contact area between Cu tip \((R = 44\,nm)\) and HOPG surface. The set current was 100 pA and the bias voltage was 20 mV. The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line.

Figure 46: Contact conductance versus force of Cu tip with HOPG surface \((R = 44\,nm, I_T = 100\,pA, V = 20\,mV)\). The forward conductance is indicated by solid line and the reverse by a dashed line. The force is estimated from the DMT model.
remain the same. Thus, images before and after the $I(Z)$ measurements were identical. That is, there was no any physical change on the surface from one image to the next. We came to the conclusion that graphite deforms elastically. The $G(Z)$ curve is also without hysteresis between the forward and reverse directions. Graphite is classified as soft material with Young’s modulus 36.5 GPa ($c$ direction). This property of graphite support our conclusion.

4.1.3 130 nm Cu Tip

A Cu tip was sputtered in Ne gas (pressure $1.32 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar) at emission current 5 $\mu$A for 8 min. The threshold voltage dropped from 2.7 kV to 1.9 kV during the sputtering, indicating that the tip became sharper and cleaner during the sputtering process. This tip was annealed by electron bombardment heating for 45 sec. at 1 kV with emission current 0.65 mA. Emission current as a function of applied voltage was measured for tip profiling via Fowler-Nordheim. The radius of tip was 130 nm, substantially larger than previous tips.

Figure 47 shows the conductance measurements as a function of $Z$ displacement. The overall behavior of the conductance spectrum is similar to previous conductance spectra obtained with the smaller tips. The initial conductance occurs at a larger displacement ($Z=1.2$ nm) as compared to the smaller tips. However, the conductance values are similar. This could be a consequence of the pressure ($P \propto \frac{1}{r^2}$) for a large tip being smaller than for a small tip at a given $Z$ displacement.

Figure 48(a) shows the conductance versus contact area. The contact radius is estimated from the measured deformation displacement using the DMT model. The overall behavior of the conductance spectrum with contact area is similar to the smaller tips, but the contact area is larger for a similar conductance spectrum as compared to the smaller tips.

Figure 48(b) shows the conductance spectrum as a function of calculated force. The force is estimated from the DMT model, as for the smaller tips. In the initial conductance region, the force is dominated by attractive force. That is, at the start of the contact the force is about -500 nN. In the DMT model, the force includes long-range surface forces that exist outside the contact area. Therefore, for larger tips the contribution to the attractive
Figure 47: Measurements of contact conductance as function of tip displacement between Cu tip and HOPG surface ($R = 130 \text{ nm}$, $I_T = 100 \text{ pA}$, $V_T = 20 \text{ mV}$). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line.

force from outside the contact area is substantially larger than for smaller tips. It is possible to have local deformation of the graphite surface even in the attractive regime. For that reason in Fig. 48(b), the dramatic increase of the conductance could be due to compression of the graphite layers immediately under the tip apex.

4.1.4 39 nm Cu tip

Figure 49 shows conductance as a function of tip displacement for a Cu tip with radius of curvature 39 nm. We present one representative spectrum from many spectra. The conductance spectra were relatively reproducible. Figure 50(a) shows $I(V)$ the spectra evaluated at different $Z$ displacements. The $I(V)$ were taken at 0.4 nm, 0.6 nm, 0.8 nm and 1 nm Z displacements. In Fig. 50(b) is shown the differential conductance ($dI/dV$) for the above $I(V)$. The $dI/dV$ is calculated numerically. The $dI/dV$ spectra are fairly symmetric, as seen in the figures, but the minima of the $dI/dV$ spectra are shifted to -15 mV negative tip bias at zero voltage. The value of $dI/dV$ at zero voltage is not zero. The shift
Figure 48: Contact conductance Cu-to-graphite ($R = 130$ nm, $I_T = 100$ pA, $V = 20$ mV). (a) Conductance versus contact area. (b) Conductance versus force. The contact area and force are estimated from the DMT model using the experimental deformation distance. The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line.

In minimum of $dI/dV$ spectra might be due to the pressure applied to graphite surface, i.e., the interlayer spacing is compressed as the pressure increases with $Z$ displacement. This behavior was observed in theoretical simulations (Kilic et al. [119]). As the graphite layers deformed, the interlayer separation became very close, and as a result the conductivity of the graphite increased.
Figure 49: Contact conductance versus tip displacement between Cu tip and HOPG surface ($R = 39 \ \text{nm}, I_T = 100 \ \text{pA}, V_T = 20 \ \text{mV}$). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line.

Figure 50: (a) $I(V)$ spectra at different tip displacements of the Cu tip ($R = 39 \ \text{nm}, I_T = 100 \ \text{pA}$). (b) The differential conductance ($dI/dV$) of the spectra in Fig. 50(a) taken at different tip displacements (a=0.4 nm, b=0.6 nm, d=0.8 nm, and c=1 nm; note a, b, d, c order).
4.1.5 Discussion

Figure 51 shows conductance spectra versus $Z$ displacement for Cu tips different radii. The $Z$ displacement for $R=20 \text{ nm}$, $44 \text{ nm}$ and $130 \text{ nm}$ tips in the figure were shifted by 0.4 nm, 0.75 nm and 1.2 nm, respectively, to adjust deformation displacements [$G(\delta = Z-Z_0 = 0) = 0$]. The dramatic increase in the conductance spectra occurs at almost the same displacement for all of these tips. The overall behavior of the conductance spectra for different radii are similar. The initial contact conductance at the short plateau was observed around 3-5 $nS$ for most of the Cu tips with different radii.

Figure 52 shows the logarithm of the conductance as a function of $Z$ displacement for the 130 nm Cu tip. Most of the $G(Z)$'s were taken at 20 mV and tip bias 2 V. But, the $G(Z)$'s in Fig. 52 were taken at the same voltage as the imaging bias voltage. The $G(Z)$ data were acquired at 20 mV, 0.25 V and 0.5 V. The initial conductance occurs at negative displacements (negative displacements shows that the tip is in contact during low-bias imaging), before the servo-determined initial position of the tip. This behavior was also observed for liquid Ga tips with low bias voltage. The slopes for different bias voltages align at the same $Z$ position. The slope jumped to next slope at the same displacements for all the bias voltage. Thus, the overall behavior at different bias voltage is similar.

In most AFM measurements, the force is measured as a function of displacement. But in our experiments, we measured contact conductance as a function of $Z$ displacement. The contact radius $a$ was estimated by the DMT model using the radius of curvature $R$ and deformation displacement $\delta$ ($a = \sqrt{\delta R}$). The force was also calculated using experimental deformation displacements. The force was in the range typical of commercial scanning force microscopes.

From the Young’s modulus of Cu and HOPG, we found that Cu compressed less than graphite for a given displacement. Thus, graphite deformed 0.78$\delta$ for a given deformation displacement $\delta$, but Cu deformed 0.22$\delta$. This follows from the Hertz forces [$F_h = E^* R^{1/2} \delta^{3/2}$; Eq. 19 from Chapter II]. It is hard to know deformation of each layer of the graphite but most of the deformation would occur within the first several layers.
Figure 51: Conductance versus tip displacement for different tip radii (solid line for $R = 20 \text{ nm}$, dotted line for $R=44 \text{ nm}$ and dashed line for $R = 130 \text{ nm}$). $V_t = 20 \text{ mV}$, $I_t = 100 \text{ pA}$.

Figure 52: Logarithm of contact conductance plotted versus tip displacement. Solid, dotted, and dashed lines are represents $20 \text{ mV}$, $0.25 \text{ V}$ and $0.5 \text{ V}$ bias voltage respectively. ($R = 130 \text{ nm}$, $I_t = 100 \text{ pA}$). The spectra have been shifted in $Z$ to align similar features.
We believe that the graphite deformed elastically during contact with tip. The separation of the graphite layers decreases during contact, but returns to the original separation when the contact is broken. There was no evidence of plastic deformation on images of graphite taken after the $G(Z)$, i.e. the image was similar in topography to the image taken before the $G(Z)$. The profile of the tip after the contact experiments indicated that the radius increased. The tip may deform plastically, or perhaps it picked up carbon atoms during the $G(Z)$ measurements.
4.2 Al-HOPG Contact Conductance

4.2.1 128 nm Al tip

All of the Al-HOPG contact conductance measurements were done under the same environment as in the cases of Ga and Cu tips. The Al tip was cleaned by a similar method as used for the Cu tip. The tip was sputtered at emission current 5 µA for a few min. in Ne gas and annealed by e-beam heating (1.32 mA, 1 kV, 40 sec.). The radius of curvature was estimated from Fowler-Nordheim theory. The graphite was annealed for 20 min. at 1100 °C prior to the contact experiments. All the $G(Z)$ were acquired simultaneously with the image via the method of CITS. In Fig. 53(a) is shown the image of the graphite taken at 2 V bias and a tunnelling current of 100 pA. The profile of the step edge is shown in Fig. 53(b). The height of the step is 3.35 Å, which is one monolayer of graphite.

Figure 54(a) shows four representative spectra taken at different regions on the image. The $G(Z)$’s were acquired at 20 mV but the bias voltage for imaging was 2 V. The four $G(Z)$ are indicated in Fig. 53(a). There is a clear initial conductance plateau around 12-20 nS for most of the $G(Z)$ spectra. In most of them the hysteresis between the forward and reverse conductance spectra is small, but not zero. Very small conductance (<1 nS) is observed in the reverse direction in some of the spectra (see e.g. spectra 2 and 3). Figure 54(b) shows an STM image of graphite taken after the $G(Z)$ measurements. This image is identical with the image taken during $G(Z)$ [Fig. 53(a)], which demonstrates that the graphite surface was deformed elastically.

We present a single representative spectrum for analysis of barrier height, area and force. Figure 55(a) shows conductance versus tip displacement. In Fig. 55(b) is shown apparent barrier height (in eV) as a function of tip displacement. The barrier height starts at a very high value compared to the 4.28 eV work function of Al, and then collapses continuously to zero over ~0.2 nm. For a metal-to-metal contact [62, 122, 123], when the barrier completely collapses electrons can pass freely from one region to the other through the resulting 1D channel, and the conductance occurs in integer multiples of the quantum of conductance ($G_o = 2e^2/h$). For our case, the interface is metal-to-graphite and the conductance is only $1.5 \times 10^{-4} G_o$ at the plateau.
Figure 53: (a) STM image of graphite (100 nm x 100 nm) was taken simultaneously with $G(Z)$ spectra ($R = 128 \text{ nm}, V_{\text{sample}} = 2 \text{ V}, I_T = 100 \text{ pA}$). 197 spectra were acquired; those from positions 1-4 are shown in Fig. 54(a). (b) Profile of the step marked on the image. The step height is about 3.35 Å (one atomic layer).
Figure 54: (a) Conductance versus tip displacement between Al tip and HOPG surface ($R = 128\;nm$, $I_T = 100\;pA$, $V = 20\;mV$). The forward conductance is indicated by a solid line and the reverse by a dashed line. Spectra 1-4 correspond to positions marked in Fig. 53(a). (b) STM image of graphite ($100\;nm \times 100\;nm$) taken after $G(Z)$. 
Figure 55: (a) Contact conductance versus $Z$ displacement between Al tip and HOPG ($R = 128 \, \text{nm}$, $I_T = 100 \, \text{pA}$, $V = 20 \, \text{mV}$). Data from spectrum 4 in Fig. 54(a). (b) Apparent barrier height versus $Z$ displacement. Solid line represents forward conductance and dashed line represents reverse direction.
Figure 56(a) shows the conductance spectrum versus contact area. The contact radius is estimated from the DMT model using the experimental deformation displacement $\delta$ and radius of curvature of the tip. For this particular tip the contact area at the plateau goes from 75 $nm^2$ to 150 $nm^2$. In Fig. 56(b) is shown the conductance spectrum versus force. The applied force is calculated from experimental $G(Z)$ data using the DMT model. In the $G(F)$ spectra, the adhesive force (attractive) is the dominant force for the entire range of $Z$ displacement. In $G(Z)$ spectra [Fig. 55(a)] the maximum displacement is very small (< 0.8 nm). This small deformation displacement $\delta$ would result in a small repulsive force ($F_h = E^* R^{1/2} \delta^{3/2}$).
Figure 56: (a) Contact conductance versus contact area between Al tip and HOPG ($R=128$ $nm$, $I_T=100$ $pA$, $V=20$ $mV$). (b) Contact conductance versus force. The forward and reverse conductance spectra are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
4.2.2  57.5 nm Al tip

The contact conductance as a function of tip displacement for an Al tip with a radius of curvature 57.5 nm is shown in Fig. 57(a). The initial conductance occurs around 1 nS which is smaller than the previous tips. There is almost no hysteresis between the forward and reverse conductance spectra. The initial conductance is less than 0.5 nS and at this conductance the contact area spans from 0 to 400 nm$^2$ as shown in Fig. 57(b).

In Fig. 58(a) is shown $I(V)$ spectra at a single position taken on the surface of graphite, for different $Z$ displacements. Most of the $I(V)$ were taken when the tip was in contact with the graphite. The $I(V)$ were taken at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 nm $Z$ displacements. The differential conductance $dI/dV$ was calculated numerically from the experimental $IV$ [Fig. 58(a)]. In Fig. 58(b) the $dI/dV$ as a function of voltage is plotted for different tip displacements. The minima of the $dI/dV$ spectra occur very close to zero bias voltage with perhaps some deviation for small $Z$ displacements (spectra a & b). The minimum value of differential conductance is greater than zero at $V = 0$ ($dI/dV > 0$, at $V = 0$). This minimum $dI/dV$ increases with $Z$ displacement.
Figure 57: (a) Contact conductance versus Z displacement between Al tip and HOPG surface ($R = 57.5$ nm, $I_T = 100$ pA, $V = 20$ mV). (b) Contact conductance as a function of contact area. The forward and reverse conductance spectra are indicated by a solid line and dashed line, respectively.
Figure 58: (a) Room temperature $I(V)$ spectra between Al tip and HOPG at different $Z$ displacements ($R = 57.5$ nm, $V_T = 2$ V, $I_T = 10$ nA) (b) $dI/dV$ of the spectra in 58(a) at different $Z$ displacements (a = 2 nm, b = 3 nm, c = 4 nm, d = 5 nm, e = 6 nm, and f = 7 nm).
4.2.3 Discussion

The controlling parameter in all the conductance spectra were the $Z$ displacements. We used the $Z$ displacements along with the tip radius of curvature for the analysis of contact area and force. The deformation displacement $\delta$ for graphite and Al tip was estimated from the Hertz model. The model shows that for a given displacements, graphite deforms $0.66\delta$ and Al deforms $0.34\delta$. Thus the graphite deforms more as compared to the Al tip. In some of the field emission measurements of tips done after the contact experiments, the radius of the tip increased 50% from its value before the experiment. Thus the Al tip deforms plastically in many cases. However, there is no visible change on the image of the graphite from before contact measurements to after. Therefore we believe that the deformation of the graphite surface is quasi-elastic. Although there was not any apparent structural change on the surface of the sample taken after the contact experiments, there could be unresolved dislocation or defect movement beneath the surface [124, 125]. Note that we used the bulk Young’s modulus for our analysis but the Young’s modulus for a nanowire is typically bigger than the bulk Young’s modulus [126].
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND MODELS

The experiments described in the preceding two Chapters clearly differ in the character of the mechanical interaction of the tip with the graphite surface. The detailed mechanical interaction is subject to some variation from one spectrum to the next, as well as from one tip to the next. Nevertheless, the conductance spectra of the solid and liquid tips have much in common. For small tip displacements, a survey of the $G(Z)$ spectra presented reveals the following general features:

1. The shape of $G(Z)$ is non-exponential.

2. The hysteresis between forward and reverse $G(Z)$ spectra is typically small.

3. The scale of the initial contact conductance is extremely small (a few $nS$, or $< 10^{-4} Go$).

4. Conductance plateaus and/or shoulders are observed.

5. Regions of negative $dI/dZ$ are occasionally observed (without significant hysteresis).

6. The minima of $dI/dV$ spectra acquired in contact with the surface occur very close to zero bias voltage.

In this Chapter we will briefly discuss some of the aspects unique to the solid and liquid tips, respectively, but subsequently we will focus on those conductance features common to all tips. We believe that these should be related to the electronic structure of the metal-graphite contact. In the final Section, we outline a simple physical model which could account for some of our observations.
5.1 Solid tips

For electron tunneling from a solid metal tip to a typical metal sample, one expects an exponential dependence of the tunnel current on tip-sample distance, with an eventual collapse of the tunnel barrier, just before mechanical contact occurs [56, 120]. When the barrier collapses, a confined channel is formed, and the conductance is of order $1Go$. The results that we find for metal-graphite contacts are different. Conductance typically begins fairly abruptly (although a short region of exponential form is often seen), followed by a linear or sublinear rise as a function of $Z$. A plateau is often observed before the conductance increases more dramatically. For aluminum tips, a second conductance plateau was also seen [see e.g. Fig. 54(a), spectra 3 and 4].

The rapid increase in conductance was shown in Fig. 51 to be independent of tip radius. A schematic of the deformation of graphite layers is shown in Fig. 59. Graphite layers lying at different depths below the surface are deformed by different amounts, but clearly the largest deformation occurs for the first layer of graphite. The maximum deformation of the graphite can be shown to be independent of the tip radius [127]:

$$ F = E_g a \delta_g = E_t a \delta_t \implies E_g \delta_g = E_t \delta_t, $$

where $F$ is the Hertzian force, $a$ is contact area, $\delta = Z - Z_o = \delta_t + \delta_g$ is the total deformation displacement (controlled experimentally), $\delta_g$ is the deformation of graphite, and $\delta_t$ is the deformation of the tip. $E_g$ and $E_t$ are the Young’s modulii of graphite and tip respectively. Thus, the deformation $\delta_g$ of graphite can be evaluated independent of the radius of the tip. Likewise, the maximum compression of the graphite interlayer spacing beneath the tip should be independent of tip radius [86, 127]. Consequently, we believe that this high conductance threshold occurs due to a rapid increase in conductance between graphite layers as they are compressed. For an applied pressure 2 GPa (one of the experimental estimated pressure), one can estimate from the elastic constants a maximum change in the interlayer spacing of 0.367 Å.

For smaller tip displacements ($< 0.8 \text{ nm}$ for Cu), we expect that the conductance properties are dominated more by in-plane electronic properties, and not by changes induced
by mechanical deformation. Furthermore, the small hysteresis observed for small displace-
ments is an indication of elastic deformation of both the tip and substrate (note that Al
tips tend to show somewhat larger hysteresis, however). The JKR contact theory has inher-
etent hysteresis between the pushing and pulling directions, but the DMT model is without
hysteresis. All of our analysis was done using the DMT model, as discussed in Chapter II.

5.2 Liquid tips

For liquid Ga tips, results have been presented for “large” tip-sample displacements (be-
yond a few nanometers) and for smaller displacements. For Ga drops (tips) below 200μm
radius, we were able to image the graphite surface directly, which enables one to correlate
conductance features with surface morphology. The reason for instability of the STM servo
system for larger liquid tips is not known. However, there is at least one potential problem
for the larger drops. As compared to smaller drops, the natural mechanical resonances of
a large drop will occur at lower frequencies and with larger amplitude due to the smaller
internal pressure. This could cause an oscillatory response of the STM servo, as was observed for small servo reference current. For larger reference current (large contact area), this instability would be less likely. For the discussion which follows, we will focus on small displacements, where the results may be compared to the small-displacement results for solid tips.

5.3 Screening-charge model

The observation of a non-exponential form of $G(Z)$ for both liquid and solid tips almost certainly indicates that the tip is in contact with the surface throughout most of the range where $G$ is nonzero. For tip tunneling voltages less than $\sim 0.5$ V (solid tips), the $Z$-displacement necessary to obtain $G = 0$ was about -0.5 to -1 nm which provides further evidence that the “tunnel” current for small bias voltage is actually due to tip-graphite contact. Other authors have reached similar conclusions [128], and the small contact conductance has been exploited previously to perform “point contact imaging” [14]. Recent measurements [129] also showed very small contact conductance ($1.25 \ nS$) between a polycrystalline tungsten tip and graphite. Despite the mechanical contact between tip and sample, however, the observed reversibility of our small-displacement $G(Z)$ spectra (solid and liquid tips) indicates that the interaction is predominantly elastic. In this regime, we expect that a model of only the electronic structure of the metal-graphite contact should explain most of the spectral features that we have observed.

In constructing a model for the contact conductance, we recognize two main issues:

- Graphite has a unique quasi-2D electronic structure with remarkably low density of states.

- Potential differences, including work function differences, are screened in any conducting material.

Because the density of states is so low in graphite, the bands must distort significantly in order to provide states for the screening charge. Screening charge is necessary to equilibrate the chemical potentials between the metal tip and the graphite substrate (the chemical
potential difference between two materials is simply the difference in work functions; our tip bias of 20 mV also contributes, but the work function difference is typically much larger). Consequently, in the limit of a single graphene sheet, we envision a 2D “puddle” of screening charge directly below the metal contact. This charge would be relatively isolated from the rest of the graphite: From underlying layers due to the inherently weak interlayer coupling, and from states in the surrounding graphene because of large reflectivity at the boundary of the potential well created to accommodate the screening charge. For graphite, multiple layers would contribute to the screening, but conductance properties would be dominated by the top graphene sheet.

For typical metals, the electron density of states is so high that screening results in distortions of the electronic structure on the μeV scale (cf. descriptions of Thomas-Fermi screening in elementary solid state physics books). Graphite is close to a zero-gap semiconductor, with a density of states at $E_F$ of the order of $10^{-4} \, eV^{-1} \, atom^{-1}$ [42], that is, $\sim 10^4$ times smaller than a typical metal (for graphene the density of states goes to zero at $E_F$). The result is the formation of a potential well underneath the metal contact, whose depth is tens to hundreds of meV. The actual depth of this well is difficult to know precisely, since screening charge will be present in several graphite layers, but the depth should scale with the work-function difference (the sign of the screening charge—electrons or holes—also would be determined by the work function difference). The radius of the screening-charge well would also be substantially larger than the area of mechanical contact, since the screening length in graphite is large ($1/k_F = \sqrt{\hbar^2/2m^*E_F} \approx 6 \, nm$ for graphite, using $E_F = 0.024 \, eV$ [130] and $m^* = 0.05 m_o$ [131]).

In this Section, we examine a very simple model of the situation just described. We assume a potential well exists at the metal-graphite interface, and consider only the top graphene sheet. Electrons will be transferred from the metal to graphite during contact [or holes, if the metal work function is larger than that of graphite (4.6 eV)]. The screening-charge potential well is modelled as cylindrical, with a potential depth $V_o$ and radius $a$. Figure 60 shows the model of the potential created within the graphite, underneath the metal contact. We solved the Schroedinger equation for this 2D confining potential using
Figure 60: A model of the cylindrical potential well depth of $V_o$. $a$ is the radius of cylinder. $E_n$ are the energy levels.

cylindrical coordinates:

$$\frac{-\hbar^2}{2m} \left[ \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} \left( \rho \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \rho} \right) + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial \theta^2} \right] + V(\rho)\Psi = E\Psi, \quad (38)$$

where

$$V(\rho) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \rho \leq a \\
V_o & \text{if } \rho > a.
\end{cases}$$

The solutions of the above differential equation are Bessel functions of types $J$ and $K$:

$$\Psi(\rho, \theta) = \begin{cases} 
AJ_l(\kappa \rho)e^{\pm il\theta} & \text{if } \rho \leq a \\
BK_l(\kappa \rho)e^{\pm il\theta} & \text{if } \rho > a,
\end{cases}$$

where $A$ and $B$ are constants determined from the boundary conditions, $a$ is the radius of the cylinder, and $l$ is the angular momentum quantum number. $\kappa$ and $K$ are defined as follows:

$$\kappa^2 = \frac{2mE}{\hbar^2} \quad \text{and} \quad K^2 = \frac{2m}{\hbar^2}(V_o - E),$$

where $V_o$ is the potential depth and $E$ is the eigenvalue of the wave equation. The effective mass $m$ for electron in graphite is $0.05m_o$. [131]. By applying the boundary condition at $\rho = a$, the eigenstates are linear combinations of Bessel functions.
The potential depth at the interface of the metal and graphite can be estimated from the work function difference and the energy dispersion of graphite. Graphene is well characterized by a linear dispersion, \( E = \gamma k || \), where \( \gamma = 0.58 eV \cdot nm \) [132, 133]. The depth of the potential well \( V_0 \) is related to the surface charge density \( \sigma \):

\[
\sigma = e \int_0^{\Delta k} \frac{2}{(2\pi)^2} 2\pi k || dk || = e \int_0^{V_0} g(E) dE = \frac{e}{\pi} \int_0^{V_0} \frac{E}{\gamma^2} dE = \frac{e}{2\gamma^2 \pi} V_0^2
\]

\[
V_0 = \sqrt{\frac{2\pi \gamma^2 \sigma}{e}}
\]  
(39)

To find \( \sigma \), we estimate the electric field \( \mathcal{E} \) by assuming a Ga-graphene separation \( d \), and an electrochemical potential difference arising from the work function difference \( \Delta \Phi \):

\[
\sigma = \alpha \epsilon_0 \mathcal{E} = \alpha \epsilon_0 \frac{\Delta \Phi}{e} \frac{1}{d},
\]  
(40)

with \( \alpha \) an unknown constant which accounts for imperfect screening; i.e. the screening charge will be spread over a small number of graphene layers near the surface. Thus, the potential depth \( V_0 \) can be approximated as

\[
V_0 = \sqrt{\alpha \frac{2\pi \gamma^2 \epsilon_0}{ed} \frac{\Delta \Phi}{e}}
\]  
(41)

Estimating \( \alpha = 0.25 \) (a conservative estimate; the screening length has been calculated to be slightly more than 1 graphene layer [134]), \( d = 0.335 \) nm (the graphite interlayer spacing), and using the literature value of 0.58 eV \cdot nm for \( \gamma \) determines

\[
V_0 = \left[ 0.295 eV \cdot V^{-1/2} \right] \sqrt{\Delta \Phi/e}
\]  
(42)

Using Matlab, we solved numerically for the eigen-energies of Eq. 38 as a function of well radius \( a \) for 6 different values of \( V_0 \). The calculation accounted for both angular and spin degeneracies. These energy spectra served as input to a simple model of the conductance which obeys the following assumptions and key points:

1. Electrons (or holes) within the screening-charge well occupy discrete eigenstates.
2. The chemical potential $E_F$ within the screening-charge well is equilibrated with the chemical potential in the metal tip.

3. The chemical potential far outside the screening-charge well differs from that within by the applied voltage (typically $20 \text{ mV}$).

4. The chemical potential far outside the well is nearly coincident with the energy of carriers at the $K$-points of the graphene Brillouin zone.

5. Pauli exclusion prohibits direct transport of electrons within the well to occupied states at (predominantly) energies below $E_F$ (a more detailed model would take proper account of the thermal population of states).

6. The transmission coefficient for transport of an electron (or hole) from inside the well to outside (or vice-versa) is very small, even at energies near $E_F$. This is due to the large impedance mismatch between states with finite kinetic energy inside the well and those outside with nearly zero kinetic energy.

7. Conductance is assumed to be proportional to the probability of escape from the well via thermal excitation from any state in the well to $E_F$. The escape probability is also taken to be proportional to the perimeter of the screening-charge well: $G \propto 2\pi a \cdot P(a) = 2\pi a \cdot \sum_i e^{-\left(\frac{V_0 - E_i}{k_B T}\right)}$. The small voltage bias and reverse current are both ignored.

Figure 61(a) shows the model thermal excitation probability as function of well radius for a potential depth $V_0 = 200 \text{ meV}$, which corresponds to Ga/HOPG. The steps in “conductance” correspond to successive additions of energy states within the quantum well as the well radius increases. Before a new state can be supported by the well, the energy of existing states decreases with increasing radius, which creates regions of decreasing escape probability between the abrupt steps. Figure 61(b) shows an experimental conductance spectrum obtained between Ga and HOPG (see also Fig. 29(b)). The model qualitatively reproduces both the abrupt conductance steps and the regions of negative slope. We associate the small values of the conductance with a small transmission coefficient (large
electron-wave impedance mismatch) from inside the well to outside.

Model thermal excitation probability as a function of well radius is shown also in Fig. 62(a), for parameters appropriate to the Cu/HOPG case ($\phi \simeq 66 \text{ meV}$). An experimental $G(Z)$ spectrum is shown for comparison in Fig. 62(b). Note that the model shows an abrupt onset of conduction and a region of positive $dG/dZ$ just above the onset, as found experimentally (see also Fig. 32 for an example with a “hump” after the initial onset of conductance). The rapid increase of $G(Z)$ for larger experimental displacements is believed to be due to the compression of graphite planes, as explained in Sec.5.1.

Figure 63 shows the escape probability for electrons (or holes) escaping from the potential well as a function of the well radius for six different values of the well depth $V_0$. For the shallowest potential the escape probability increases linearly with the radius of the well. We have observed this behavior in some of our experimental results (the Cu/HOPG spectrum of Fig. 62(b) may fall into this class). For a potential depth of 0.2 $eV$ (Ga/HOPG), no states exist in the well below 1.42 $nm$ radius. For a potential depth 0.066 $eV$ (Cu/HOPG), there are no states available below 2.47 $nm$ well radius. Thus the screening-charge well is not able to hold states below a critical radius, which grows larger for smaller $V_0$. Note that the model critical radius is quite close to the estimated contact radius near the first ($\sim 5nS$) conductance plateau in Fig. 42.

The simple model presented here is clearly not complete, but even in this nascent form it reproduces nearly the entire range of behaviors observed in measured $G(Z)$ spectra for small displacements. We believe that it encompasses much of the basic physics of the initial metal-to-graphite contact.
Figure 61: (a) Model: Thermal excitation probability of the states escaping from the potential well ($\phi \approx 200 \ meV$) to the outside as function of well radius for Ga-HOPG interface. (b) Experimental result: Conductance as function of tip displacement between Ga-HOPG interface ($V_T = 20 \ mV, I_T = 100 \ pA$).
Figure 62: (a) Model: Thermal excitation probability of the states escaping from the potential well ($\phi \approx 66 \, meV$) to the outside as function of well radius for Cu-HOPG interface. (b) Experimental result: Contact conductance (Cu-to-graphite) versus tip displacement ($R=44 \, nm$, $I_T = 100 \, pA$, $V_T = 20 \, mV$).
Figure 63: Room-temperature escape probability for carriers within the screening-charge potential well as a function of well radius for different potential depths $V_0$. 

$P(a) \propto \pi a$
CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary of the Results

The main aim of this work was to investigate the electronic properties of nanometer-scale contacts between metals and the graphite surface. The work began with Ga liquid tips in order to create a contact of easily controlled area and to decouple the effect of mechanical deformations from the electronic properties. The pressure from a liquid Ga drop-tip can be made small enough that it does not significantly distort the graphite surface during contact (kPa; substantially smaller than can be achieved in a conventional scanning force microscope). Solid metal tips of different materials (Cu, Al) were also employed to investigate the effect of metal electronic structure on the conductance. From the general characteristics of contact conductance among all of these materials (summarized in Chapter 5), we draw the following conclusions:

1. The contact conductance through nanometer-scale metal contacts on atomically-flat graphite is determined mainly by the electronic structure of graphite/graphene and the electrochemical potential difference (work function difference) between graphite and the metal contact.

2. Beyond the work function difference, the electronic structure of the metal plays only a secondary role in the contact conductance (near room temperature).

3. The thermodynamic phase (liquid or solid) also plays little role for the initial contact conductance.

4. The general features of conductance versus contact area can be explained within a simple model for the accumulation of screening charge within the top (or top few) layers of graphite.
5. The transmission coefficient is small for carriers crossing the in-plane boundary of the screening-charge potential well. This is the source of the overall small values of contact conductance.

Specific to the solid tips, we also concluded that the graphite surface deforms elastically over the few-nm range of displacements employed in this work, while the tip can deform plastically for large enough $Z$ displacement.

During the course of conductance measurements with liquid Ga drops, it was discovered that the surface could be imaged with atomic-scale vertical resolution. To our knowledge, this is the first atomic-scale imaging of a surface using a conductive liquid tip. This capability provided us with detailed knowledge of the local surface structure, and enabled us to correlate aspects of the conductance spectra, such as hysteresis, with atomic features on the graphite surface. From analysis of these unique images, we conclude:

1. The area of contact between the Ga and graphite is only a few nanometers for typical imaging conditions (100 $pA$, 20 $mV$).

2. Wetting at the Ga/graphite interface occurs only on atomic steps and other defects.

3. The liquid tip must distort very dramatically under the influence of the applied voltage (electric field). We expect that a “Taylor cone” forms, with a nm-scale radius of curvature at its apex.

The presence of a large number of Ga nano-drops on the surface, all of similar size (3–5 $nm$), may indicate that the liquid tip suffers a “drop-jet” instability, although there exists no direct evidence.

6.2 Future Work

All contact conductance measurements were done at room temperature in UHV. It would be interesting to do contact experiments at low temperatures to observe the effect of temperature on the initial low conductance behavior. The electronic structure of the metal could become important in this case. The initial conductance should also be studied for a
broad range of metals, with both positive and negative work function difference relative to graphite. Also, the actual work function difference could perhaps be measured via a scanning Kelvin probe technique. This would require some changes to the STM software and electronics.

Contact forces clearly play a role in the conductance for solid tips, so it would be useful to measure simultaneously both the force and the conductance. This would require substantial modifications to the existing STM system. In order to eliminate the force completely (and thus our reliance on the DMT model), one could deposit metallic nano-islands on the surface of graphite via physical vapor deposition (evaporation). The STM tip could contact islands of different sizes (determined by imaging) to obtain conductance versus contact area. A difficulty is that the lateral diffusion of metals on graphite is so large that islands typically nucleate only at steps and defects, which would impact the interpretation of the conductance data. Low temperature growth or perhaps buffer-layer assisted growth (using a noble gas as a matrix to perform metal clusters) might be necessary to obtain islands on flat graphite terraces.

Our new method of imaging the graphite surface with liquid Ga should enable a number of new measurements aimed toward understanding wetting, friction, and perhaps fluid dynamics on the nanometer-scale. Further experiments could include velocity and direction dependent scanning to investigate friction, conductance measurements at widely varying rates for similar information, and experiments employing a wider range of drop sizes—perhaps including Ga thin films on normal STM tips. Finite-element modelling of the experiment should also prove useful for understanding the deformation of the liquid as it approaches the graphite surface and the apparent absence of a jetting instability during small-displacement $G(Z)$ spectroscopy.
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